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Molecular level self-assembly processes are not only ubiquitous in living cells,

but also widely applied in industry to synthesize and fabricate a variety of nanoscale

biomaterials. The emergence of ordered aggregates from disordered components typ-

ically requires driving forces from electrostatic interactions to hydrophobic-hydrophilic

effects. This thesis aims to elucidate the effect of electrostatic interactions, and the

intricate balance between electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions in dictating

spontaneous self-assembly processes with three case studies covering various types

of biomolecules.

For the first case study, we have examined the pH-induced polysaccharide

hydrogel network formation. The polysaccharide molecule chitosan forms hydro-

gels composed of water-filled cross-linking polymer chains. The pH-responsive self-

assembly behavior of chitosan hydrogel has been utilized in fabricating nanoma-

terials with a wide range of applications. To investigate the role of electrostatic



interactions in the chitosan hydrogel network formation, we have developed a novel

coarse-grained (CG) chitosan polymer model that captures the pH-dependent self-

assembly behavior. The structural, mechanical, and thermodynamical properties of

chitosan polymer hydrogel have been characterized well in the simulations and agree

very well with experimental observations.

For the second case study, the anticancer peptide folding induced by phospho-

lipid membrane was investigated. Peptide folding in an aqueous environment is a

self-assembly process that has been well studied over the years. However, the folding

in a membranous environment is complicated by the heterogeneity in phospholipid

distributions and membrane-peptide interactions. To provide information about the

driving forces behind membrane peptide folding and the effect of lipid composition

on folding behavior, my work has combined our recently developed Water-Explicit

Polarizable Protein (WEPPRO) and Membrane (WEPMEM) model to explore the

driving forces behind model anticancer peptide SVS-1 folding and how they can be

affected by changing the membrane composition.

For the third case study, we have studied the formation of nanodomains in

mixed lipid bilayers. Phospholipid membranes are essential components in animal

cells. The heterogeneous distribution of phospholipids on the membrane bilayer

plays an important role in cellular structure and function such as signal transduction

and membrane fusion. Interactions between a mixture of lipids and different ligands

give rise to interesting patterns that are yet to be understood. Model lipid bilayers

with a content of anionic lipids have been shown experimentally to be sensitive to the

presence of certain ions. Monovalent cation Li+ induces membrane phase transition



similarly as Ca2+ and Mg2+, while distinctive from other monovalent cations like

Na+ and K+. We have evaluated the role of electrostatics interactions in the size-

dependent cation-induced lipid nanodomain formation with binary mixed bilayers

composed of zwitterionic and anionic lipids.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Objective

This thesis is focused on exploring how electrostatic interactions dictate the

thermodynamics and kinetics of biomolecular self-assembly processes. Self-assembly

is the process of the spontaneous formation of organized structure starting from

disordered components driven by specific interactions. Molecular self-assembly pro-

cesses are ubiquitous in biological systems. One of the most common self-assembly

processes in vivo is the formation of ordered lipid nanodomains that are related to

the “lipid raft” hypothesis in the cellular membrane [2–11]. Cellular membranes

are not homogeneous in nature and are composed of various lipids and peptides.

Ordered nanodomains can be induced through a multitude of interactions through

ions, peptides, and cholesterol. In addition, biomolecular self-assembly processes

are important in vitro with a wide range of applications. For example, a naturally-

derived biomolecular polymer, chitosan, forms a hydrogel that can be used as an

oil dispersant additive [12,13], to create artificial skins [14,15], and in biochip man-

ufacturing [16] through self-assembly. For the above-mentioned self-assembly pro-

cesses, electrostatic interactions in the form of hydrogen bonding and ion bridging

are of the most critical driving forces. However, due to the microscopic nature of
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biomolecular systems, it is still challenging to characterize at the molecular level the

impact of changing electrostatic interactions in self-assembly processes with wet-lab

experiments. Alternatively, computer simulations are increasingly popular nowa-

days because it captures the molecular interactions of biomolecular systems from

a microscopic perspective, and improves the understanding of underlying molecu-

lar mechanisms behind biomolecular self-assembly processes. By utilizing molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations, we were able to investigate quantitatively the effect of

electrostatic interactions in influencing the free energy landscape and the dynamic

pathways of different biomolecular self-assembly processes.

All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations explicitly solve the velocities

and positions of the atoms by integrating Newton’s second law of motion, but often

require a considerate amount of computational cost. Due to the enormous amount

of atoms involved in most biomolecular self-assembly systems and the limitation in

computational resources, it is usually not feasible to explore the whole landscape of

self-assembly pathways in a biologically-relevant timescale for large systems. Con-

sequently, coarse-grained (CG) models have been developed to reduce the compu-

tational cost significantly by treating multiple atoms as one group or bead, while

keeping the topology of systems the same as atomistic models. CG models also

smooth the free energy landscape of the self-assembly process, which allows better

sampling of major molecular conformations. With CG models in MD simulations,

explorations of molecular self-assembly processes in a broader time- and length-scale

are possible.

The electrostatics interactions are not well approximated in many CG models.
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Usually, only a single point charge is assigned to each CG bead to approximate

the net charge of the corresponding group of atoms [17, 18]. If the net charge

is zero for several atoms with partial charges, the electrostatic interactions will

be treated as zero once they are coarse-grained into one bead. This significantly

underestimates the polarization ability of molecules and makes it difficult to model

interactions like hydrogen bonding. Even though there are models attempting to

compensate the lack of electric polarization by incorporating point dipoles [19], the

dipole moment is fixed and can hardly model the effect of induced polarization

in the simulation. Nevertheless, electrostatic interactions, particularly hydrogen

bonding or dipole-dipole interactions, are one of the main driving forces of many

biomolecular self-assembly processes [20]. However, it remains an open question

how the presence of electrostatic interactions affects nano-structure and molecular

dynamics of many biomolecular self-assembly processes. Therefore, it is crucial to

explore the role of electrostatic interactions in various self-assembly processes, and

develop CG models for biomolecules that are able to characterize well electrostatic

interactions, especially the dipole-dipole interactions.

Electrostatic interactions play a critical role in pH-dependent self-assembly

of chitosan hydrogel network formation. It is an important in vitro self-assembly

process that has a wide variety of applications in biofabrication of chitosan-based

interfaces [21–25]. Chitosan is one of the most abundant polysaccharides in nature.

It is a linear copolymer composed of β14 linked N-acetylglucosamine (GLcAc) units

and glucosamine (GLcN) units. Recent experimental work has shown that chitosan

hydrogel morphology and mechanical properties are closely connected to local pH
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gradient and salt concentration [26]. However, there is still a lack of understanding

regarding the mechanism of chitosan hydrogel formation and how solution condi-

tions such as local pH and polymer concentration affect its self-assembly behavior.

Molecular simulations have provided an effective way to understand the relation-

ship between molecular interactions and macroscopic functional properties of mate-

rials [27,28]. Previous atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) work has yielded trajec-

tories of molecular level chitosan structures in a timescale of nanoseconds [29, 30].

Early events in the self-assembly process of chitosan chains have also been studied

atomistically by Morrow et al. [31]. However, these studies focused on few chitosan

chains with a small number of monomers, mostly due to limitations of computa-

tional expenses in all-atom simulations. On the other hand, coarse-grained (CG)

models allow for the characterization of larger systems over longer time scales than

atomistic models. Recently, Hall and coworkers have developed a CG model of

chitosan with implicit solvent [32, 33]. With this CG model, these authors were

able to explore how the degree of acetylation and chitosan monomer sequence affect

self-assembly behavior and porosity of chitosan networks. Nevertheless, since this

model renormalizes water degrees of freedom into the definition of pairwise interac-

tion potentials between chitosan CG beads, it does not model the solution medium

dielectric properties. We have developed a water-explicit CG model of chitosan to

explore the formation of chitosan networks at different pH and polymer concen-

trations. With this model, we are able to characterize the mechanism of chitosan

gel formation by deacetylated chains and make a connection between molecular re-

organization of chitosan chains with changes in mechanical properties obtained at
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different pH conditions.

Another application of electrostatics-driven self-assembly process is the folding

of membrane peptide on biological membrane surfaces. Membrane peptide folding

is a unique self-assembly process different from its folding in aqueous environment.

Membrane peptides usually undergo conformational transitions from the water-

soluble state to the membrane-associated state before they perform their cellular

functions [34, 35]. Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are a group of short peptides

that can be used as models to study the energetics of interfacial folding [36, 37].

Similar to the antimicrobial mechanism of AMPs, an anticancer peptide (ACP)

SVS-1 (KVKVKVKVDPLPTKVKVKVKNH2) was designed to target tumor cells

instead of microbials. The SVS-1 peptide is intrinsically disordered in aqueous en-

vironment, and folds into a functional structure upon partitioning into membrane

interface [38]. It is known to fold into β-sheet conformation when interacting with

negatively charged vesicles [38]. The formation of secondary structure and inter-

molecular hydrogen bonds within SVS-1 peptides were proposed to reduce the en-

ergetic cost for partitioning into the membrane [20]. Also, the fractions of anionic

lipids were found to play an important role in the folding of other peptides such as

magainins on membrane surfaces [39, 40]. It is yet to be understood how the bal-

ance between water-soluble and membrane-associated states of these peptides affect

their partitioning and folding into a membrane environment. Therefore, with the

coarse-grained membrane and peptide model that capture well electrostatic interac-

tions, we investigated the effect of lipid bilayer composition and membrane-peptide

interactions on the folding of SVS-1 peptide on membrane surfaces.
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The effect of ions in inducing lipid nanodomain formation also involves the self-

assembly of phospholipids driven by electrostatic interactions. In the “lipid raft”

hypothesis [2–11], certain regions of a plasma membrane are considered “denser”

than other regions, and play a functional role in cellular signal transduction [2,4,7]

and endocytosis [41]. Some nanodomains on lipid membranes can be formed through

the aggregation of lipids [42,43], and they have been studied over the years. However,

the specific interactions and the mechanisms of their formation are yet to be under-

stood. The role of metal ions is vital in inducing similarly structured nanodomains.

Ions affect the membrane structure, dynamics, and stability by interacting with po-

lar lipid headgroups. Among monovalent metal ions (K+, Na+, Li+), both K+ and

Na+ only induce minor changes in bilayer structure in experiments [44]. However,

Li+ has an evident effect on the phase transition of a lipid bilayer by increasing the

melting temperature of phosphatidylserine (PS) lipid [44–47]. Also, Li+ is known

to induce the formation of dehydrated ion-PS complexes and bind to the phosphate

and carboxylate groups of dimyristoylphosphatidylserine (DMPS) lipid [48]. The

distinction of Li+ from other monovalent cations and its resemblance of Ca+ in

binding to anionic lipid bilayers draws wide attention among biochemists. It has

been hypothesized that the binding modes and burial depth [49] of Li+ and Ca2+

share similarities which might be a contributing factor for their similar effects on

bilayers. For K+ and Na+, there exist discrepancies based on MD force fields upon

their binding modes and affinities with lipids [50–54]. Therefore, the question re-

mains how monovalent ion Li+ plays a role in lipid bilayer phase transition, and how

its interactions affect self-assembly dynamics and the formation of lipid domains.
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This thesis investigates three case studies of self-assembly processes with dif-

ferent biomolecules. These processes are the phospholipid domain formation, mem-

brane peptide folding, and the polysaccharide hydrogel network formation. The

objective of this work is threefold:

To utilize the CG model for polysaccharide chitosan that character-

izes the pH-dependent hydrogel network formation, and study the struc-

tural, mechanical, and thermodynamical properties of the self-assembled

network

To explore how membrane dielectric environment and membrane-

peptide interactions regulate the hairpin formation of model anticancer

peptide SVS-1

To gain a better understanding of the electrostatic interactions in

lipid bilayers, and the role of monovalent cation sizes in inducing lipid

nanodomain formation in mixed lipid membranes

1.2 Outline of Thesis

In Chap. 2, we have constructed a pH-dependent self-assembly hydrogel net-

work of chitosan polymers using a water-explicit CG model. With this model, we

have discovered the role of physical crosslinking pattern on chitosan hydrogel me-

chanical properties. When the pH or the polymer concentrations in chitosan systems
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increase, the elastic modulus also increases. Three states of crosslinking chains were

identified corresponding to the states of stable parallel crosslink, on-pathway paral-

lel crosslink, and perpendicular crosslink. The dominant crosslinking pattern in low

polymer concentration was the parallel crosslinking, while the dominant crosslink-

ing in high polymer concentration was the perpendicular crosslinking. The parallel

crosslinking plays an important role in maintaining the high mechanical strength of

the polymer hydrogel.

In Chap. 3, we proposed a coarse-grained water-explicit polarizable protein

(WEPPRO) model that can be used to study the spontaneous formation of sec-

ondary structure without external bias. We also formulated a coarse-grained water-

explicit polarizable membrane (WEPMEM) model that captures the dielectric gra-

dient in membrane-water interfacial region. The anticancer peptide SVS-1 folding

on the membrane surface was studied with the combination of both models. We

have discovered the role of electrostatic interactions on model anticancer peptide

SVS-1 hairpin formation. It was found that the presence of polarizability in CG

particles gave rise to the formation of SVS-1 hairpin structure. Moreover, we found

that the subtle balance between intra-peptide interaction and peptide-lipid bilayer

interaction was key to induce the folding of hairpin conformation for SVS-1 peptide

on a membrane surface.

In Chap. 4, we utilized the WEPMEM model and investigate the effect of

monovalent cation sizes on lipid nanodomain formation. A window of coarse-grained

monovalent cations sizes was observed to induce evident nanodomain formation

on mixed zwitterionic/anionic membranes. The aggregation of anionic lipids was
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bridged by cationic monovalent ions, which precipitated the membrane curvature.

In addition, we found that the nanodomain formation was much less evident when

the sizes of monovalent cations were too small or too large. There are two factors that

contribute to the distinction between cations with different sizes: the partitioning of

ions into the membrane, and the binding modes between ions and lipid headgroups.

The observations from the simulation are reminiscent of the experimental findings

that only monovalent cation Li+ has a distinctive effect in inducing mixed lipid

bilayer phase separation, while other monovalent cations such as Na+ and K+ do

not have such effect.
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Chapter 2: Effect of pH on Chitosan Hydrogel Polymer Network

Structure

2.1 Overview

This chapter is based on the author’s publication: Effect of pH on Chitosan

Hydrogel Polymer Network Structure. Hongcheng Xu and Silvina Matysiak. Chem-

ical Communication, 2017.

Chitosan is a molecule that can form water-filled 3D polymer networks with a

wide range of applications. A new coarse-grained model for chitosan hydrogel was

developed to explore its pH-dependent self-assembly behavior and mechanical prop-

erties. Our results indicate that the underlying polymer physical crosslinking pattern

induced by solution pH have a significant effect on hydrogel elastic moduli. With

this model, we obtain pH-dependent structural and mechanical property changes

in agreement with experimental observations, and provide a molecular mechanism

behind the changes in polymer crosslinking patterns.
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2.2 Introduction

Chitosan is one of the most abundant polysaccharides in nature. It is a lin-

ear copolymer composed of β1−4 linked N-acetylglucosamine (GLcAc) units and

glucosamine (GLcN) units. It is produced from exoskeleton of crustacean and mol-

lusks. The deacetylated unit GLcN is shown in Figure 2.1. Due to the primary

amine of GlcN, chitosan polymer is transformed in cationic polyelectrolyte at low

pH when these amines are protonated, and forms insoluble hydrogel with deproto-

nated amines at high pH. This pH-responsiveness of chitosan self-assembly behavior

is a critical property utilized in biofabrication of chitosan-based interfaces [21–25].

Also, chitosan is regarded as a green biomaterial and has been increasingly used for

its biodegradable and biocompatible properties [55]. Extensive studies have been

performed on chitosan-based applications such as drug delivery, gene therapy, wound

healing and tissue engineering [56–59].

Chitosan forms hydrogels composed of water-filled cross-linking polymer chains.

The linear backbone of chitosan molecules provides many interaction sites for nano-

scale components to bind to, thus it is used as bio-friendly matrix [60] to immobilize

biological molecules while preserving the bioactivity of these molecules. The ad-

vantage of using chitosan over other materials as the scaffold material in biological

systems is due to its biodegradability, biocompatibility and non-toxicity [61], and

chitosan-based polysaccharide hydrogels have been widely used as excellent tissue

engineering biomaterials [59, 62–65].

The physical and chemical properties of the chitosan molecule and its analogs
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Figure 2.1: (a) CG mapping scheme of deacetylated chitosan molecule with three

glucosamine (GLcN) units. Shaded areas mark atoms grouped into a single CG

bead. Two dihedral angles (ψ, φ) are defined as intersecting planar angles formed

by atoms O5-C1-O1-C4’ and C1-O1-C4’-C3’. Red box indicates protonation site in

an amine group. (b) Schematic representation of CG chitosan molecule.

have been studied extensively in experiments [66]. The radius of gyration of chitosan

is reported to be between 10nm to 100 nm [67]. With a persistence length between

5-15 nm [68–71] the chitosan molecule behaves as a stiff worm-like chain. The

residual bound water weight percentage in chitosan structure is represented by the

degree of hydration, and the percentage of chitosan units which the amino group gets

protonated is depicted as degree of protonation. These properties have an effect on
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the conformational flexibility of chitosan molecules, as indicated by chitosan polymer

crystal structure studies [72–76]. A number of conformers are observed in chitosan

polymer crystal structures, of which type I structure is the one retained in most of

chitosan-metal complex crystals [75]. Other 3 helical conformations, have also been

reported by Ogawa et al. [72, 73, 76]. The conformational flexibility of chitosan is

crucial in understanding its function in living organisms. In addition, the mechanical

properties of chitosan hydrogel vary significantly depending on its degree of swelling

(typically between 80%-95%), protonation as well as the copolymerization with other

crosslinkers [77–80].

One of the most important properties of the chitosan hydrogel is the pH-

responsive nano-scale self-assembly behavior [26, 67]. Chitosan is soluble in near-

neutral acid solutions, and the solubility of chitosan is largely dependent on the

polymer chain degree of protonation, which is directly affected by the solvent pH

[81]. The pH-dependent self-assembly behavior is the critical property exploited in

biofabrication of chitosan-based surfaces. The chitosan-based surfaces are widely

used in devices such as biosensors, microarrays and microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) [21, 24, 25, 82]. By exploiting the pH-responsive self-assembly property,

chitosan chains can be electrodeposited on the surface by applying an electric field

to the chitosan solution [21]. The number of protons near the surface of a cathode is

reduced by the applied voltage, leading to a localized pH gradient, and the chitosan

molecules are deposited in the localized high-pH region near the cathode to form a

controlled nano-scale structure [21]. This method allows programmable tuning of

the chitosan deposition [25] through controlled electric field. The electrodeposited
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thin films have a great potential in fabricating systems that integrate biology into

devices [23].

Recent experimental work has shown that chitosan hydrogel morphology and

mechanical properties are tightly connected to local pH gradient [26]. However,

there is still a lack of understanding regarding the mechanism of chitosan hydrogel

formation and how solution conditions such as local pH and polymer concentra-

tion affect its self-assembly behavior. Microscopic level of accurate computational

modeling has been an effective way to understand the relation between molecu-

lar interactions and macroscopic functional properties [27, 28]. Recent molecular

dynamics simulation work has yielded nano-seconds trajectories of atomic-level chi-

tosan structures [29, 30]. MD studies suggest that intramolecular hydrogen bonds

between chitosan molecules are affected by adjacent water molecule orientation [30],

and it is also demonstrated that the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free

energy of chitosan chains is dominant [29, 30, 83]. Atomistic MD simulations have

also been conducted to study the self-assembly process of chitosan chains. Morrow

et al. have simulated the early events in the self-assembly process of chitosan [31],

and reveal the subtle balance between attractive and repulsive forces that is essential

in the pH-dependent network phase transition. Liu et al. have characterized the

free energy landscape of the wrapping process of a single chitosan chain and found

two energetically favorable helical conformations [84].

Although constructive observations are made from all-atom MD simulations of

chitosan molecules, the significant computational cost for the atomistic simulation

limits the time and length scales of the system that can be investigated. On the other
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hand, coarse-grained molecular models considerably reduces the computational cost

by grouping several atoms into one bead, allowing the molecular processes of longer

time scale and broader length scale to be investigated. Recently, Hall and coworkers

have developed a CG model of chitosan with implicit solvent [32, 33]. With this

CG model, these authors were able to explore how the degree of acetylation and

chitosan monomer sequence affect self-assembly behavior and porosity of chitosan

networks. Nevertheless, since this model renormalizes water degrees of freedom into

the definition of pairwise interaction potentials between chitosan CG beads, it does

not model the solution medium dielectric properties. Also, some state-of-the-art

coarse-grained models for carbohydrates simulation have been proposed, such as

the extension of MARTINI force field to carbohydrates [85]. A novel coarse-grained

model of chitosan is needed to address the molecular details of the chitosan self-

assembly behaviors. Meanwhile, many other polysaccharide molecules of similar

structures to the chitosan molecule have already been characterized by CG models

[86, 87] . Therefore, it is now technically viable and necessary to develop the CG

model of the chitosan molecule.

In this chapter, we report a water-explicit CG model of chitosan to explore

the formation of chitosan networks at different pH and polymer concentrations.

The goal of this study is to characterize the mechanism of chitosan gel formation by

chitosan chains and make a connection between molecular reorganization of chitosan

chains with changes in mechanical properties obtained at different pH conditions.

Although we are using a salt-free condition (only with counterions if needed) in

simulations. The model has the potential to enable the exploration on how ionic
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screening might affect the chitosan network formation. Simulations in this study

were performed using the GROMACS and LAMMPS simulation packages [88, 89]

with the MARTINI polarizable water model [90]. CG mapping scheme of the model

is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The pH was modeled in the simulations by altering the

degree of protonation of the chitosan chains according to the Henderson-Hasselbalch

equation. For example, 50% of the chitosan B3 beads should be protonated at

pH 6.5, and this was achieved by randomly protonating 50% of all B3 beads in

the system (as opposed to 50% of the B3 beads on each chain). All self-assembly

simulations start with a random distribution of chitosan polymers. Parametrization

was done by matching bonded interaction distributions from atomistic simulations.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 CG Model

In our mapping scheme, we approximately group 4 heavy atoms into a single

coarse-grained bead. As shown in Figure 2.1, the B1 bead includes atoms from the

hydroxyl side chain, the B2 bead includes most of the polymer backbone atoms,

and the B3 bead maps the hydroxyl and amino groups opposite to the B1 side

chain. All three beads have different levels of hydrophilicity, and the B3 bead can

become protonated depending on the pH. The basic bead type used in our chi-

tosan model is taken from the MARTINI carbohydrates coarse-grained force field

parameter set [85], in which each building block is categorized as apolar, polar or

charged. The polarity types of B1, B2 and B3 beads are in increasing order, and
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B3 bead becomes positively charged in an acidic environment. The polarity is de-

termined by comparing to oligosaccharides examples provided in the MARTINI CG

model for carbohydrates [85]. Each chitosan chain is designed to have 10 monomers

so that the total length is within the experimentally reported persistence length

(5-15nm) [68–71].

Utotal = Ubonded + Unon-bonded, (2.1a)

Ubonded = Ubonds + Uangles + Udihedrals, (2.1b)

Unon-bonded = UvdW + Uelectrostatics, (2.1c)

Ubonds =
∑
bonds

1

2
kl(l − l0)2, (2.1d)

Uangles =
∑
angles

1

2
kθ(θ − θ0)2, (2.1e)

Udihedral =
∑

dihedrals

kφ(1 + cos(nφ− φ0)), (2.1f)

UvdW =
∑

pairs(i 6=j)

4εij

[(σ
r

)12
−
(σ
r

)6]
, (2.1g)

Uelectrostatics =
∑

pairs(i 6=j)

qiqj
4πε0εrr

, (2.1h)

The force field (see Eq. 2.1) consists of bonded interactions (harmonic bonded,

angular potential and proper dihedral, see Table 2.1) and non-bonded interac-

tions (12-6 Lennard-Jones potential and Coulombic potential, see Table 2.2). The

bonded interaction parameters are tuned from fitting the distributions of corre-

sponding bonds, angles and dihedrals to atomistic simulation results using GRO-
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Figure 2.2: Bond and angle distribution comparison in atomistic (green) and CG

simulations (blue). (a) B1-B2-B3 angle; (b) backbone angle formed by 3 consecu-

tive backbone B2 beads (B2-B2’-B2”); (c) B2-B2’-B1’ angle; (d) B1-B2-B2’ angle;

(e) B3-B2-B2’ angle; (f) B2-B2’-B3’ angle; (g) backbone dihedral angle formed by

4 consecutive backbone B2 beads (B2-B2’-B2”-B2”’); (h) B3-B2-B2’-B1’ dihedral

angle; (i) B3-B2’ bond; (j) B1-B2 bond; (k) B2-B3 bond; (l) B2-B2’ bond.

MOS 53A6GLYC force field [91]. CG bond and angle distributions match well with

corresponding distributions in atomistic simulation as shown in Figure 2.2. Non-
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Figure 2.3: Extended 2-fold helix conformation of chitosan chains in atomistic and

CG models. (a) φ and ψ torsional angle distribution map of a chitosan chain in

atomistic simulation; (b) Chitosan chains with extended 2-fold helical conformations

in atomistic model (left) and CG model (center). Chitosan CG model is zoomed in to

show definitions of CG torsional angles φCG and ψCG; φCG is defined as the torsional

angle formed by B1, B2 beads in one monomer and B2, B1 beads in the subsequent

monomer, and ψCG is defined as the torsional angle formed by B3, B2 beads in

one monomer and B2, B1 beads in the subsequent monomer; (c) Torsional angle

distribution map of chitosan in atomistic model; (d) Torsional angle distribution

map of chitosan in CG model.
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bonded interactions are defined according to bead type definitions in the MARTINI

CG force field (extension to carbohydrates) [85]. The most polar bead, B3, is defined

as comparable to a building block of acetamide because of the presence of the amino

group in the bead. The less polar B1 and B2 beads are defined as similar polarity as

propanol and ethanol. The protonated B3 bead (B3+) is defined similarly to proto-

nated propylamine. In addition, the torsional angles φCG, ψCG (as defined in Figure

2.3b) distribution map of chitosan chains for atomistic (Figure 2.3c) and CG (Figure

2.3d) models sample similar configurations in both models. The atomistic model

samples the 2-fold helical conformation since the values of ψ and φ are centered in

the ψ and φ of 2-fold helix (φ ∼= −98◦, ψ ∼= 92◦ in Figure 2.3a) [75]. Therefore,

the conformation of CG chitosan polymers in the simulation resembles the 2-fold

helix most commonly observed experimentally [72–74, 76]. In the atomistic simu-

lation, the scale of the simulation box is limited (see simulation setup). Since the

box size is limited for performance, to simulate an infinite chitosan chain, both ends

of a single-chained chitosan polymer are connected through the periodic boundary

box. With the exclusion 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 non-bonded interactions, the proper dihedrals

are used to reproduce the secondary structure in the atomistic chitosan simulations.

The MARTINI polarizable CG water [90] model is used as it is needed to achieve the

right behavior of chitosan self-assembly under low pH. The usage of non-polarizable

MARTINI CG water results in overbinding of anionic ions to protonated chitosan

polymers, leading to chain condensation at low pH.
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Table 2.1: Bond, angle and dihedral parameters.

bonds Rbond (nm) Kbond (kJ mol−1 nm−2)

B1-B2 0.2494 30000

B2-B3 0.1934 30000

B2-B2’ 0.5211 30000

angles θ0(deg) Kangle (kJ mol−1)

B1-B2-B3 123.76 450

B2-B2’-B2” 163.78 350

B2-B2’-B1’ 70.94 450

B1-B2-B2’ 90.88 100

B3-B2-B2’ 135.94 300

B3’-B2’-B2 58.01 800

dihedrals ψpd(deg) Kpd (kJ mol−1)

B1-B2-B2’-B1’ 175.62 8

B1-B2-B2’-B3’ -28.59 10

B3-B2-B2’-B1’ 36.57 18
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Table 2.2: Non-bonded Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction strengths. Unit of interac-

tion strength (ε) is in kJ/mol. The radius (σ) of all LJ interactions is 4.7Å.

Beads B1 B2 B3 B3+/Cl− Water

B1 4.5 4.5 5.6 5.6 4.275

B2 4.5 4.5 5.6 5.6 4.275

B3 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.32

B3+/Cl− 5.6 5.6 5.6 3.5 5.0

Water 4.275 4.275 5.32 5.0 4.0

2.3.2 Simulation Parameters and Setup

2.3.2.1 Atomistic simulation

The atomistic simulation was set up with GROMOS53A6 force field [91]. In

the simulation, a single 10-mer chitosan polymer chain was connected through the

periodic boundary to create an infinite chain. The length of the polymer chain was

set to around 5 nm, to capture the minimal persistence lengths reported in experi-

ments [68,69]. In the simulation, 1445 SPC water molecules were used to solvate the

chitosan chain. The timestep of atomistic simulation was 1 fs, and the simulation

integration method was leapfrog [92]. The total length of the isothermal-isobaric

(NPT) simulation was 100 ns, and the last 10 ns was used for analysis. Berendsen

temperature and pressure coupling schemes [93] were used with a reference tem-

perature of 300 K, and pressure of 1 atm. The relaxation time of the temperature
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coupling was 0.1 ps and of the pressure coupling was 1.0 ps. Semi-isotropic pres-

sure coupling was used in the simulation with a compressibility of 4.5× 10−5 bar−1.

Coulombic interactions were treated with the generalized reaction field method [94]

with ε = 66. A 1.4 nm cutoff distance was used for the short-range electrostatics

and van der Waals interactions.

2.3.2.2 CG simulations with GROMACS

Coarse-grained simulations were set up using our model. 50 ns isothermal-

isobaric (NPT) simulations were run after 10 ns of randomization simulations. In

the randomization process, all chitosan beads were set to slightly repel each other

so that polymer chains can disperse and fill the entire simulation box. The last 10

ns of NPT data was used for analysis. The timestep of the CG simulations was

20 fs, and the simulation integrator was leapfrog [92]. Nose-Hoover temperature

coupling [95, 96] and Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling schemes [97] were used

with a reference temperature of 300 K, and pressure of 1 atm. The relaxation

time of the temperature coupling was 1 ps and of the pressure coupling was 10

ps. Isotropic pressure coupling was used in the simulation with a compressibility

of 4.5× 10−6 bar−1. Coulombic interactions were treated with particle-mesh Ewald

method [98,99] with ε = 2.5. A 1.6 nm cutoff distance was used for the short-range

electrostatics and van der Waals interactions. The constraint algorithm LINCS was

used to constrain the MARTINI polarizable water dummy bonds [100] (For details

of MARTINI polarizable water model, see Ref [90]).
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12 simulations were set up with different water contents and pH. Water content

was modeled by changing concentrations of chitosan polymer chains in the simula-

tion box. 20, 40, 60, and 80 chitosan 30-mer polymer chains were randomly put into

the simulation box and solvated with around 37000 polarizable MARTINI water

beads corresponding to water contents of 95.4%, 91.1%, 86.4%, and 82.3% respec-

tively. Solution pH was modeled by changing the percentage of protonated chitosan

B3 bead using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. 0%, 50%, and 100% of chi-

tosan B3 side chain beads were randomly protonated corresponding to pH of >10.5

(<0.01% protonation), 6.5 (∼50% protonation, pKa' 6.5), and <2.5 (>99.99% pro-

tonation) respectively.

2.3.2.3 CG simulations with LAMMPS

We transferred the simulations from GROMACS to LAMMPS so that we could

deform the box size in the simulation to measure the elastic moduli of chitosan hy-

drogels. The same sets of water contents and pH combinations were used as in the

GROMACS NPT simulations. LAMMPS CG simulations were set up using our

model. The initial conformation was taken from the last frame of 50 ns GROMACS

NPT runs. The timestep of the CG simulation was 20 fs, and the simulation in-

tegrator was velocity-Verlet [101]. Nose-Hoover temperature coupling [95, 96] and

Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling schemes [97] were used with a reference tem-

perature of 300 K, and pressure of 1 atm. The damping parameter of temperature

and pressure coupling was 2 ps. An isotropic pressure coupling was used in the simu-
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lation during equilibration steps. 2.5 ns canonical ensemble (NVT) simulations and

2.5 ns isothermal-isobaric (NPT) simulations were run as an equilibration step, and

10 ns box deformation simulations were performed after the equilibration step. In

box deformation simulations, the LAMMPS command “fix deform” was used with

the “erate” option to change the dimension of the box at a constant rate every step

in order to set the overall box deformation in X axis to be 2 times of the original

size in 10 ns of deformation simulations. During the box deformation step, Y, Z

directions were coupled with 1 atm Parrinello-Rahman barostat with a damping

parameter of 2 ps. In both equilibration and deformation steps, Coulombic interac-

tions were treated with particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method [102] with

ε = 2.5. A 1.6 nm cutoff distance was used for the short-range electrostatics and

van der Waals interactions. The constraint algorithm SHAKE was used to constrain

the MARTINI polarizable water dummy bonds [103, 104] (For details of MARTINI

polarizable water model, see Ref [90]). To account for the 1-3 exclusions inside the

MARTINI polarizable water bead, we modified the “special bonds” command in

LAMMPS so that interactions that were excluded in our model are not calculated,

instead of being multiplied by a factor of zero, which would cause a division by zero

if the dummy particles inside the CG polarizable water overlaps.
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2.3.3 Analysis Methods

2.3.3.1 Static structure factor

The static structure factor quantifies the spatial correlation of chitosan beads

in the polymer network structure over a distance (2π/q). The peak in low-q regime

of the static structure factor marks the long range order of the polymer assembly in

the system. The static structure factor is related to the radial distribution function

g(r) by a Fourier transformation, given by

S(q) = 1 + ρ

∫
V

dre−iqr(g(r)− 1) (2.2)

where g(r) is the radial distribution function from all chitosan beads to all

chitosan beads.

2.3.3.2 Elastic modulus analysis

Elastic moduli of chitosan hydrogel systems were measured by fitting the

stress-strain curves during box deformation. Standard error of the fitted elastic

modulus is computed from the covariance matrix obtained when fitting the stress-

strain curves. In LAMMPS, the “fix deform” command was used to deform the

simulation box with a constant strain rate. The measured stress-strain curves were

then fitted with a linear function at the zero strain point to calculate the elastic

modulus as the slope of the stress-strain curve.
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Figure 2.4: Physical crosslinking pattern schematic illustrations. (a) Perpendicular

crosslinking between two chitosan polymer chains; (b) Parallel crosslinking between

two chitosan polymer chains.

2.3.3.3 Percolation analysis

Percolation analysis was performed to quantify the connectivity of the chitosan

hydrogel network structure through the simulation box. Any two chitosan CG beads

within 5.5Å (which includes the first RDF peak from all chitosan beads to all

chitosan beads) were considered connected, and connected polymer chains were

defined as percolated if they met both the following conditions: 1) the polymer

chains must span the entire box; 2) the polymer chains must connect to themselves

through the periodic boundary in all directions. The percolation probability is

calculated by sampling the fraction of percolated time every 1ns. The percolation

lifetime was calculated by fitting the time series of percolation probability with a

sigmoidal curve marking the transition between percolated and un-percolated states.
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2.3.3.4 Crosslinking Pattern Analysis

To characterize the crosslinking pattern of a chitosan hydrogel network as

shown in Figure 2.4, we calculated the polymer chain crosslinking angle cosine

(cos(θ)). The cos(θ) ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means completely perpendicu-

lar and 1 means completely parallel. The crosslinking orientation between chitosan

polymer chains was calculated from adjacent crosslinking chitosan monomers. The

cutoff distance between chitosan monomers is 7.5Å, which includes the first peak

of the B2-B2 (backbone bead to backbone bead) radial distribution function. We

defined all chitosan monomers within a distance of B2-B2 beads of 7.5Å to be in

contact, and a pair of monomers in contact with a crosslinking angle cos(θ) over 0.8

was counted as parallel contacts. We then summed up all parallel contacts within

the chitosan polymer network to quantify the amount of parallel crosslinking in the

system.

2.3.3.5 Crosslinking Energy Definition

Crosslinking energy is defined as the sum of interaction potentials between two

adjacent chitosan monomer units. For each chitosan monomer, we find all chitosan

beads in other chains within its 7.5Å (including first peak of radial distribution

function from all B2 beads to all B2 beads) and calculate the sum of all non-bonded

interactions between the chitosan monomer and all other chitosan beads.
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2.3.3.6 Pore Size Distribution

Pore size distribution (PSD) histograms are calculated with Zeo++ software

[105]. The software uses a number of Monte Carlo samples per unit cell to probe the

distribution of pore sizes. The command “network” was used with both chan radius

and probe radius set to 1.0 Å, where chan radius is the radius of a probe used to

determine accessibility of the pore. probe radius is the radius of a probe used in

Monte Carlo sampling. The number of Monte Carlo sampling per atom is set to

5000. To display PSD histograms and compare with static structure factor, we have

converted the PSD histogram X axis to be 2π/D, where D is the pore diameter.

2.4 Results and Discussions

The characteristic percolation time is listed in Table 2.3 and is defined as

the half-life time required for the hydrogel network to transition from unpercolated

to percolated state. As shown in Table 2.3, under basic conditions (pH> 10.5),

all chitosan networks percolate within 20(±0.03)ns starting from a random spatial

distribution of polymers. At a pH of 6.5, the chitosan hydrogel network percolate

at a much slower rate but still percolate. When the solution is acidic (pH<6.5),

chitosan polymers stay unpercolated all the time. In experiments, percolation is an

indicator of gelation in chitosan polymers. The pH-dependent percolation results are

in agreement with experimental observations that chitosan films are usually made

at a pH over 5 [60].

Typical conformations of a chitosan hydrogel networks with different pH and
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Table 2.3: Characteristic percolation time (nanosecond in CG timescale) in chitosan

hydrogel systems with different pH and polymer molar concentrations. Note here

the coarse-grained simulation time is not directly scaled to real time.

Concentration (%) pH > 10.5 pH 6.5 pH < 2.5

4.6 14.8±0.03 > 50 Not Percolated

8.9 3.4±0.04 18.3±0.04 Not Percolated

13.6 0.70±0.001 4.0±0.006 Not Percolated

17.7 0.03±0.001 2.0±0.005 Not Percolated

Figure 2.5: Typical conformations with a polymer concentration of 8.9%, and pH

of (a) >10.5, (b) 6.5, (c) <2.5. Red, cyan, and blue beads correspond to chitosan

B1, B2, and B3 beads, respectively.

a polymer concentration of 8.9% are shown in Figure 2.5. Chitosan polymer chains

self-assemble into a physically crosslinking network when solution pH is higher than

6.5 (Figure 2.5c-d), and this network can not be formed when pH is low (Figure

2.5e). This pH-dependent self-assembly behavior has been reported in many experi-
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ments and is critical for manufacturing bio-based film [24,26,67,106]. The observed

persistence length of chitosan chains in the simulations is around 8.3nm, which

is in agreement with reports from experimental measurements ranging from 5 to

15nm [68–71]. With X-ray diffraction experiments [73, 75], chitosan polymers have

been found to mostly adopt an extended 2-fold helix conformation [72, 75], which

indicates a zig-zag structure. The extended 2-fold helix typically has dihedral angle

ψ, φ values (as defined by atoms O5-C1-O1-C4’ and C1-O1-C4’-C3’ respectively,

see Figure 2.5 for dihedral angle definitions) around -98◦ and 92◦ [75]. The dihe-

dral angle distribution map of the CG model agrees well with atomistic simulation

results [29] capturing correctly the preference over a 2-fold helix. Therefore, our

CG chitosan model captures comparable pH-dependent self-assembly behavior and

persistence length as in experiments, and is able to reproduce the most common

secondary conformation observed in crystal structures and atomistic simulations.

The gelation of a hydrogel network at medium to high pH in our simulations

can be characterized by the long-range order in the packing of chitosan polymers.

This long-range order is characterized by the static structure factor (S(q)) shown in

Figure 2.6. A peak at S(q) peak in the low frequency regime indicates long-range

order in the network. Figure 2.6 shows that there is a clear distinction of long-range

order (as in peaks at q < 1) for different pH at all polymer concentrations. At a pH

over 10.5, the long-range order in the network is significantly higher than a pH of 6.5.

While at low pH, no clear long-range order is observed. The pore size distribution,

shown in Figure 2.6 insets, was performed using the Zeo++ software [105]. We

found that a small peak in the blue curve (pH>10.5) near q = 2-3 nm−1 in Figure
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Figure 2.6: Static structure factor (S(q)) of chitosan polymer networks at different

pH (blue: > 10.5; red: 6.5; green: < 2.5) and polymer concentrations (a: 4.6%, b:

8.9%, c: 13.6%, d: 17.7%). Insets are pore size distributions of chitosan polymer

networks with the X axis converted to frequency q, defined as 2π/D, where D is the

diameter of pores in nanometer. Green curves are not shown in the insets because

solvated chitosan chains do not form a network structure.

2.6b was associated with a peak in the pore size distribution at the same location.

Also, high peaks at q <1 observed in blue and red curves in Figure 2.6a,b could be

associated with pores formed around similar sizes.

To investigate how pH alters the mechanical properties of chitosan networks,

the elastic modulus is computed. Box deformation simulations were performed
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Table 2.4: Mechanical property of chitosan hydrogel. Elastic moduli (in MPa) with

different pH and polymer concentrations are shown. Errors indicate the standard

error of the calculated elastic modulus.

Concentration (%) pH>10.5 pH 6.5 pH<2.5

4.6 14.0±0.2 6.5 ±0.2 5.0±0.2

8.9 21.3±0.2 15.3±0.2 9.1±0.2

13.6 38.9±0.3 32.3±0.3 15.9±0.3

17.7 66.0±0.5 57.2±0.5 39.6±0.5

along an axis, and the elastic moduli was computed from the induced stress-strain

curve. Table 2.4 demonstrates the elastic modulus of chitosan hydrogel systems

with different pH and polymer concentrations. Elastic moduli of chitosan hydrogel

networks are positively correlated with polymer concentration and pH. The increase

of elastic modulus with polymer concentration and pH agrees with many experiments

in chitosan-based materials [107–111]. In addition, the scale of elastic moduli (10-60

MPa) is within the same order of magnitude as experimental observation (around

12 MPa by Kitagawa et al. [78]).

Furthermore, to understand how pH alters structural and mechanical proper-

ties of chitosan hydrogels from a molecular perspective, physical crosslinking pat-

terns in chitosan polymer network are analyzed. The crosslinking reorientation can

be characterized by the ensemble average of crosslinking angle cosine (〈cos(θ)〉) be-

tween adjacent chitosan monomer units as in Figure 2.7. The crosslinking angle

cosine (cos(θ)) ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 is completely perpendicular and 1 is
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Figure 2.7: Analysis of chitosan polymer network crosslinking pattern. (a) Aver-

age pairwise crosslinking angle cosine between crosslinking chitosan polymer chains

versus network elastic modulus; Different polymer concentrations are represented

in blue (4.6%), red (8.9%), green (13.6%), and magenta (17.7%). Different pH of

chitosan systems is represented as empty triangles (pH< 2.5), squares (pH 6.5), and

circles (pH> 10.5). Error bars indicate the standard error of the calculated elastic

modulus.

completely parallel. Figure 2.7 depicts the elastic modulus against 〈cos(θ)〉. For

systems with same concentrations of chitosan polymer, the 〈cos(θ)〉 increases with

the increase of hydrogel elastic modulus and solution pH (Figure 2.7a). In that sense,

the increase of solution pH leads to a preference for polymer chains to crosslink in

parallel, and consequently increases the mechanical strength of the hydrogel. Also,

the magenta curve with polymer concentration of 17.7% shifts toward lower 〈cos(θ)〉
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near 0.5. There is no preference toward either parallel or perpendicular crosslinking

when 〈cos(θ)〉 has a value of 0.5. Therefore, this suggests that the overall polymer

crosslinkings become more isotropic and both perpendicular and parallel crosslink-

ings play an important role at higher polymer concentration.

To reveal the underlying molecular mechanism affecting the different crosslink-

ing patterns at a molecular level, we have characterized the potential of mean forces

of the chitosan systems as a function of two reaction coordinates. We used the cos(θ)

as one reaction coordinate and defined the crosslinking energy as another reaction

coordinate. Crosslinking energy is the sum of interactions between one chitosan

monomer unit to all monomer units adjacent to it in other chitosan chains. In Fig-

ure 2.8a (pH 6.5, 17.7% polymer concentration), 3 crosslinking states are observed

in the potential of mean force (PMF) plot (referred to as type Ia, Ib, and II). Both

type Ia and Ib have a crosslinking cos(θ) of 1, while type II has a cos(θ) less than

0.2. Type I is a stable parallel crosslinking with the energy around -140kJ/mol,

and for type Ib and type II the crosslinking energy is around -60kJ/mol. Type Ia

corresponds to a typical unit of one chitosan chain crosslinking with two or more

other chains (Figure 2.8e), while type Ib is crosslinking with only one other chain.

The crosslinking unit of type II is two chitosan chains crosslinking in perpendicu-

lar. Both type Ia and Ib are very favorable states (PMF(Ia)= 3.2 kT, PMF(Ib)=2.2

kT), and become more favorable as pH increases (Figure 2.8b, pH>10.5, 17.7%,

PMF(Ia)= 2.2 kT, PMF(Ib)=0.7 kT). This explains why the average cos(θ) shifts

toward 1 as pH increases for all polymer concentrations (Figure 2.7). The transition

between these two states has a low energy barrier (PMF(Ia, Ib)=1.6 kT). State type
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Figure 2.8: Potential of mean force with reaction coordinates of crosslinking energy

(in kJ/mol) and cos(θ). Chitosan systems are shown as polymer concentration and

pH of (a) 17.7% and 6.5; (b) 17.7% and pH>10.5; (c) 8.9% and 6.5; (d) 8.9% and

<2.5; (e) Basic unit of each crosslinking state and the energy barriers in kT units

between states. A typical crosslinking conformation could be a combination of such

units. For example, a conformation of one chitosan chain crosslinking with two

parallel chains in perpendicular is a combination of both state type Ib and type II).
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II (Figure 2.8a, pH 6.5, 17.7%, PMF(II)=4.4 kT) is not as favorable as type Ia and Ib

states. The PMF of state type II is even less favorable in both high pH (Figure 2.8b,

pH>10.5, 17.7%, PMF(II)=4.7 kT) and low polymer concentration (Figure 2.8c, pH

6.5, 13.6%, PMF(II)=4.8 kT) systems. This is in agreement with Figure 2.7, where

〈cos(θ)〉 shifts toward lower value with low pH or high polymer concentration. The

transition between type Ib and type II has a relatively lower energy barrier (PMF(Ib,

II)=1.9 kT) than the transition directly from type Ia to type II (PMF(Ia, II)=2.7

kT). Therefore, the type Ib (parallel crosslinking between only two chains) works as

an on-pathway state between type Ia and II, which suggests three or more chitosan

chains crosslinking in parallel usually break up into two before they further switch

to a perpendicular crosslinking. When the solution pH is below 2.5 (Figure 2.8d,

pH<2.5, 17.7%), almost all three types of crosslinking states disappear. Only a

small percentage of state Ib still remains. cos(θ) distributes almost symmetrically

about 0.5, indicating a preference for isotropic orientation of chitosan chains at low

pH.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a pH-dependent self-assembly hydrogel network of chitosan

polymers was successfully constructed using a water-explicit CG model. We have

found that physical crosslinking patterns have a significant impact on chitosan hy-

drogel mechanical properties. Increasing the pH or polymer concentrations leads to

an increase of elastic modulus in chitosan systems through the change of crosslinking
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patterns. Parallel crosslinking is dominant when the polymer concentration is low,

while at higher polymer concentrations both crosslinkings in parallel and perpen-

dicular play an important role in the hydrogel mechanical strength. Three states of

crosslinking chains are identified corresponding to a stable parallel crosslink (type

Ia), on-pathway parallel crosslink (type Ib), and perpendicular crosslink (type II).

The state type Ib acts as an on-pathway state between states type Ia and type II.
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Chapter 3: Effect of Lipid Head Group Interactions in Membrane

Properties and Membrane-Induced Cationic β-Hairpin

Folding

3.1 Overview

This chapter is based on the author’s publication: Effect of Lipid Head Group

Interactions in Membrane Properties and Membrane-Induced Cationic β-Hairpin

Folding. Sai J. Ganesan*, Hongcheng Xu* and Silvina Matysiak. Physical Chem-

istry Chemical Physics, 2016. (* co-author)

Membrane interfaces (mIFs) are ubiquitous components of living cells and

are host to many essential biological processes. One key characteristic of mIFs

is the dielectric gradient and subsequently, electrostatic potential that arises from

dipolar interactions in the head group region. In this chapter, we present a coarse-

grained (CG) model for anionic and zwitterionic lipids that accounts for dipolar

intricacies in the head group region. Prior work on adding dipolar interactions in

a coarse grained (CG) model for peptides enabled us to achieve α/β secondary

structure content de novo, without any added bias. We have now extended this
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idea to lipids. To mimic dipolar interactions, two dummy particles with opposite

charges are added to CG polar beads. These two dummy charges represent a fluc-

tuating dipole that introduces structural polarization into the head group region.

We have used POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and POPS

(1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine) as our model lipids. We char-

acterize structural, dynamic, and dielectric properties of our CG bilayer, along with

the effect of monovalent ions. We observe head group dipoles to play a significant

role in membrane dielectric gradient and lipid clustering induced by dipole-dipole

interactions in POPS lipids. In addition, we have studied membrane-induced pep-

tide folding of a cationic antimicrobial peptide with anticancer activity, SVS-1. We

find that membrane-induced peptide folding is driven by both (a) cooperativity in

peptide self interaction and (b) cooperativity in membrane-peptide interaction. In

particular, dipolar interactions between peptide backbone and lipid head groups

contribute to stabilizing folded conformations.

3.2 Introduction

Zwitterionic phospholipid phosphatidylcholine (PC), and anionic phospholipid

phosphatidylserine (PS) comprise 40-55% and 3-10% respectively, of total mam-

malian cell membrane phospholipids [112]. Their structural and dynamical proper-

ties have been found to play important roles in a number of biological processes.

Electrostatic interactions between lipid head groups have an effect on a membrane’s

internal electrical dipole potential, which varies from 100 mV to 400 mV, depending
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on the composition of lipids [113]. This dipole potential has also been shown to

dramatically impact ion channel permeability in biological membranes [114].

Biological membrane interfaces (mIF) provide a unique dielectric environment

in which proteins undergo conformational transitions from a water-soluble to a mem-

brane associated state [115,116]. Short model peptides, especially antimicrobial pep-

tides (AMPs), have been extremely useful in characterizing energetics of interfacial

folding [36,37]. AMPs are cationic peptides with a significant level of hydrophobic-

ity. Anticancer peptides (ACP) are AMPs designed to target tumor cells, one such

de novo designed ACP is SVS-1 (KVKVKVKV DPLPTKVKVKVK−NH2) [38].

SVS-1, like AMPs, are disordered in the aqueous phase (bioinactive), but is fully

structured upon partitioning onto an interface (bioactive) [38]. This ACP is known

to fold into a β-sheet on interaction with negatively charged vesicles [38]. The liter-

ature on experimental and computational characterization of biophysical properties

of AMPs is vast [117–120]. It has been proposed that the energetic cost of parti-

tioning unfolded peptides into mIFs is reduced by secondary structure formation

or intermolecular hydrogen bonds [20]. Membrane lipid composition is known to

play a crucial role as well; for example, differences in the amount of acidic mem-

brane phospholipids and cholesterol are known to play a critical role in specificity

of magainins [39,40]. However, the balance of driving forces between the two states

(water soluble and membrane bound) remains to be understood. Coarse-grained

membrane models that capture the right dielectric gradient, and peptide models

that can capture protein secondary structures should have essential ingredients to

decode such a process.
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Molecular simulations are being increasingly used to improve our knowledge

of microscopic phenomena [121,122]. Atomistic simulations have contributed to the

understanding of many membrane processes [123–127], including the existence of

anionic lipid clusters, mediated by ion-dipole or hydrogen bond (a type of dipole-

dipole interaction) networks in both monocomponent and mixed bilayers [128–130].

It has been hypothesized that these clusters could be intermediate structures on

pathway to experimentally observed lipid phase separation in mixed PC/PS bilayers

on longer time scales. [131]

Unlike atomistic simulations, coarse-grained (CG) models aid in both exploring

larger length and time scale molecular phenomena, and in narrowing down the

key interactions responsible for significant system characteristics. CG simulations

of lipid systems have largely proven to be efficient in giving us a thorough and

coherent picture of membrane structure and have been used in the past to explore

lipid domain formation in mixed bilayers for systems that do not have anionic lipids

[132–134]. There exist a large number of CG models that have yielded significant

results and extended our understanding of membrane molecular processes [1, 135–

139]. Among them, a transferable model called MARTINI force field [1,139], built on

thermodynamic data of oil/water partitioning coefficient, achieves a broader range

of applications without the need for re-parametrization.

In this chapter, we present a CG lipid model that can be used to explore the

role of head group dipoles in membrane structure and interfacial peptide folding.

This model has roots in the MARTINI force field, and is combined with a new Water-

Explicit Polarizable PROtein Model (WEPPROM) developed by some of us [140]
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and Yesylevskyy’s polarizable water model [90]. By modeling a protein backbone

bead as a flexible dipole, we were able to achieve de novo helix and sheet content

without any biases. In WEPPROM, the dipolar interactions can be considered as

pseudo hydrogen bonds, which contribute to cooperativity in folding secondary and

supersecondary structures. An analog to our model is the multipole CG model

developed by Ren et al. [141–143]

We have chosen a zwitterionic lipid POPC, and an anionic lipid POPS, as

model lipids. The choice of the above two lipids is governed by the use of POPC/POPS

mixed systems as common models in the study of plasma membranes [144,145]. In

this chapter, we explore (a) the role of head group dipole interactions in membrane

structure and dynamics, (b) the effect of monovalent ions on lipid dipole interactions

and bilayer properties, and (c) membrane-induced folding of SVS-1.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Lipid Model

A mapping scheme consistent with the MARTINI model for POPC and POPS

lipids is used, and is shown in Figure 3.1a. A phospholipid molecule is mapped onto

a structure consisting of 13 CG sites made of 3 different bead types. The bead types

used are: charged (C), polarizable (Pol), and hydrophobic (H). We also use a set

of bead subtypes similar to the MARTINI force field, with distinct modifications in

the Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters, to account for all the CG sites. C0, C+ and C-

are charged bead subtypes, where C+ is a representative hydrogen bond donor, C-
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Figure 3.1: (a) Mapping scheme for POPC and POPS coarse-grained lipids; colors:

green, hydrophobic bead; yellow, polarizable beads ; red, negatively charged bead;

blue, positively charged bead. (b) Bead types: yellow represents polarizable beads

(example : CNO, GL1, GL2), van der Waals radius of the bead encloses positively

(+q/P) and negatively (-q/M) charged dummy particles (example:, CNP and CNM,

G1P and G1M, G2P and G2M respectively) . The tunable parameters (l, q, θ, kθ)

are depicted. Blue bead represents a positively charged bead, red bead represents

negatively charged bead, and green represents hydrophobic bead.

acceptor, and C0 is neither. Pol1 and Pol2 are subtypes of the polarizable bead,

sorted in order of decreasing polarity. H1 and H2 are subtypes of the hydrophobic
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bead, in decreasing order of hydrophobicity. As depicted in Figure 3.1a, the PC

head group region consists of two hydrophilic groups: choline (NC3) and phosphate

(PO4) with C0 and C- bead types respectively. The PS head group region also

consists of two hydrophilic groups: serine (CNO) with oppositely charged dummy

particles (CNM and CNP), as shown in Figure 1b, and phosphate (PO4), with

Pol1 and C- bead subtypes respectively. For both lipids, two sites of intermediate

hydrophilicity (bead subtype Pol2 ) are used to represent the glycerol ester groups

(GL1 and GL2), each with oppositely charged dummy particles (G1M, G1P and

G2M, G2P), as shown in Figure 3.1b. The oleoyl tail is modeled with 5 beads, 4 of

H1 subtype and a central bead of H2 subtype (a less hydrophobic bead to model

the double bond). The palmitoyl tail is modeled with 4 beads of subtype H1. All

ions used are modeled as hydrated ions with a point charge, using charged bead

subtypes C+ or C-

The CG phospholipid model is combined with the polarizable coarse-grained

(pCG) water model developed by Yesylevskyy et al. [90]. The pCG bead of our

lipid model consists of three interaction sites, of which one is the center of mass

site and the other two are dummy particles with opposite charges, as depicted in

Figure 3.1b. The dummies are added into the polarizable bead only to create a flex-

ible dipole which interacts with other particles via electrostatic interactions. The

Lennard-Jones pairwise interactions are defined between the main CG sites. A con-

straint with a distance (l) is defined between dummies and the main site, and all the

three interaction sites are bound by a cosine squared angle potential (equilibrium

angle θ and angular force constant kθ) to control the rotation of dummy particles.
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To avoid overpolarization, a small repulsive core is added to dummy particles, as

commonly done in polarizable all-atom force fields [146]. All 1-2 non-bonded inter-

actions are excluded between the main CG sites and their corresponding embedded

dipole particles. In addition, the non-bonded interactions between dummy particles

inside a polarizable bead are excluded as well. The mass of a CG bead (72 a.m.u) is

distributed equally among the three particles (24 a.m.u. each) in polarizable beads.

3.3.2 Lipid Force Field Parameters

Our force field consists of bonded (harmonic bond and angular potential

for lipid and peptide) and non-bonded terms (Lennard-Jones and Coulombic po-

tentials). All non-dipolar bonded interactions are based on the MARTINI force

field [1, 139], and are fine-tuned using MARTINI’s LJ parameter scale as a base-

line. The bonded distance between two adjacent head group beads is 0.37 nm and

between adjacent tail beads is 0.47 nm, both with a bond strength of of 298.8

kcal/mol. The only angle defined among head groups are between the phosphate

and ester beads (PO4-GL1-GL2), which is set to 120◦. Angles involving tail groups

are set to 180◦. The interaction strength of both the angles are set to 6.0 kcal/mol.

There is an exception for the double bond in the carbon tail, which is set to 120◦

with an interaction strength of 10.8 kcal/mol.

The parametrization of non-bonded terms is done in two stages to account for

(a) thermodynamic parameters or free energy values of partitioning, hydration, and

vaporization of each bead type, and (b) dipole moments of polarizable beads. The
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Table 3.1: Table of vaporization, hydration and partition free energy in kcal/mol. The partition free energy is evaluated

for water/hexadecane interface. ∆GM is the free energy calculated using the MARTINI model [1], ∆GP , with our

water-explicit polarizable coarse-grained model, and ∆GE is the free energy from experiment [1].

Bead Chemistry Examples ∆GM
vap ∆GP

vap ∆GE
vap ∆GM

hyd ∆GP
hyd ∆GE

hyd ∆GM
part ∆GP

part ∆GE
part

C0 C3N
+ choline - - - -6.0 -6.0 - <-7.2 <-7.2 -

C+ H3N
+-C3 1-propylamine - - - -6.0 -6.0 - <-7.2 <-7.2 -

C- PO−4 phosphate - - - -6.0 -6.0 - <-7.2 <-7.2 -

Pol1 H2N-C2=O acetamide sol sol sol -6.7 -6.9 -9.6 -6.7 -6.9 -6.5

Pol2 C-O-C=O methylformate -3.1 -2.2 -3.8∼-5.5 -2.2 -2.4 -2.9∼-3.8 -1.7 -1.9 -1.0∼-1.4

H1 C4 butane -2.4 -2.4 -2.6 3.3 4.5 2.2∼2.4 4.3 5.0 4.3

H2 C2=C2 2-butene -2.4 -2.4 -3.8 1.2 3.8 -0.2∼-0.5 3.1 4.1 2.9

dipole moment of polarizable beads is initially parameterized to match that of the

corresponding chemical group in atomistic detail from all-atom simulations. There

are four parameters for the polarizable CG bead that can be tuned to obtain the

desired average dipole moment (l, q, θ, kθ). Since the polarization of the bead in-

evitably adds extra electrostatic interactions to the system, the lipid dipole moment

and Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions of polarizable beads are carefully tuned down

as a compensation to match, as close as possible, the free energy of partitioning,

hydration and vaporization, as depicted in Table 3.1, using the method outlined by

Marrink et al. [1]. The final dipole parameters for the CNO bead, with an average

dipole moment of 8.76 Debye, is l=0.20 nm, q=0.4557, θ=180◦, kθ=4.78 kcal/mol.

For GL1/GL2 bead, with an average dipole moment of 1.35 Debye, is l=0.14 nm,
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Table 3.2: Interaction strength ε for LJ interactions (kcal/mol)

Bead (Type) C0 C+ C- P1 Pol1 Pol2 W H1 H2

C0 IV VII VII III O* V II VII VI

C+ VII IV III III O* II I VII VI

C- VII III IV III O* IV I VII VI

P1 III III III I I III* I VIII VI

Pol1 O* O* O* I I* I* I* VIII VI

Pol2 V II IV III* I* V IV* VI VI

W II I I I I* IV* III VIII** VI**

H1 VII VII VII VIII VIII VI VIII* IV IV

H2 VI VI VI VI VI VI VI** IV IV

(O: ε=1.35 kcal/mol, I: ε=1.20 kcal/mol, II: ε=1.10 kcal/mol, III:

ε=0.95 kcal/mol, IV: ε=0.85 kcal/mol, V: ε=0.75 kcal/mol, VI: ε=0.65

kcal/mol, VII: ε=0.55 kcal/mol, VIII: ε=0.50 kcal/mol)

* 95% of the interaction strength is used to counterbalance the polar-

ization

** 10% of the interaction strength is used to make this model compatible

with our protein model [140] in hydrophobicity

q=0.175, θ=70◦, kθ=8.40 kcal/mol. The LJ parameters tuned down from the MAR-

TINI model values corresponding to different chemical species are presented in Table

3.2. The LJ interaction strengths are divided into nine levels as follows: O) ε=1.35
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kcal/mol, I) ε=1.20 kcal/mol, II) ε=1.10 kcal/mol, III) ε=0.95 kcal/mol, IV) ε=0.85

kcal/mol, V) ε=0.75 kcal/mol, VI) ε=0.65 kcal/mol, VII) ε=0.55 kcal/mol, VIII)

ε=0.50 kcal/mol. In addition, two hydrophobic interactions, H1-W and H2-W,

are also scaled down to 10% to make the lipid model compatible with our protein

model [140]. The peptide model and the lipid model use the same hydrophobic

scale. An effective size of σ=0.47 nm is used for all main CG interaction pairs in

the LJ potential.

3.3.3 Peptide Model

The peptide model parameters were taken from our previous work [140], where

we capture secondary and super-secondary structure, based on several primary se-

quences, in peptide folding without any added bias. The bead types of the protein

model is largely consistent with the current lipid model, with an addition of a non-

polarizable polar side-chain bead type P. SVS-1 sequence is mapped to our CG

model [140] using an hydrophobicity scale [116]. Residues are mapped into po-

lar (P), hydrophobic (H) and charged (C) . Valines and prolines are modeled as

hydrophobic residues (H), with one polarizable backbone bead (Pol1), and one hy-

drophobic side chain bead (H1). Lysines are modeled with three beads, a polarizable

backbone bead (Pol1), a hydrophobic side chain bead (H1), and a positively charged

second side chain bead (C+). Threonine is modeled as a polar residue (P1) with

one polarizable backbone bead (Pol1) and one non-polarizable polar side chain bead

(P1). Like the polarizable beads in the lipid model, the backbone coarse-grained
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bead consists of three interaction sites, the center bead BB and two dipole particles,

BBm and BBp. The main site, the center of the BB bead, interacts with other

CG beads through a pairwise Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. Dipole particles BBm

and BBp are harmonically bound to the central particle BB (equilibrium distance l,

force constant kl), and carry a positive and negative charge of equal magnitude (q)

respectively, as depicted in Figure 3.1b. These dipole particles interact with other

particles via electrostatic interactions. A cosine squared angle potential (equilibrium

angle (θ) and angular force constant (kθ)) was used to control the rotation of BBm

and BBp particles. For solvation, the polarizable CG water model was used [90].

Since the locations of the dipole particles were not fixed, the model is polarizable.

That is, changes in dielectric medium or local environment result in induced back-

bone dipoles and hence structural changes. Details on parameterization methods

and force field parameters are provided in Ganesan et al. [140]. Our model currently

does not account for chirality of residues. The peptide model is used with a double

well α dihedral potential between backbone beads (force constant of 1.2 kcal/mol)

to remove background noise [147]

Udih(γijkl) = cos(3γijkl) + cos(γijkl + 60) (3.1)

Udih(γijkl) has three minima, 60◦ (right helix) and 180◦ (sheet) of equal well

depth, and -60◦ (left helix) of a lower depth, and γijkl is the dihedral between 4

consecutive backbone beads.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Side view of POPS bilayer showing the lateral structure of the

membrane. (b) Top view of POPS bilayer. Colors: serine (cyan), phosphate (tan),

ester (pink), alkyl (green).

3.3.4 Simulation Parameters

All simulations are carried out using the GROMACS package version 4.5.4 [88]

and visualized using VMD 1.9.1 [148]. The bilayer system is energetically minimized

before an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) run, simulation data is collected for 200 ns, of

which the last 100 ns is analyzed. Every membrane system studied (atomistic,

MARTINI CG or pCG) is made of 240 lipids, 120 on each leaflet. A side view

snapshot of POPS bilayer is illustrated in Figure 3.2a.

In CG bilayer simulations, the Nosé-Hoover [95, 96] thermostat with a time
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constant of 1 ps is used to maintain a temperature of 300K, and the Parinello-

Rahman [97] barostat with a time constant of 1 ps and an isothermal compressibility

of 7.17×10−6(kcal·mol−1nm−3)−1 is used to keep the semi-isotropic pressure at 1 bar

in the z direction and 1 bar in the x, y plane. The time step is 5 fs and the neighbor

list is updated every 10 steps, for the CG simulations. The long-range electrostatic

interactions with periodic boundary conditions (in x, y, z directions) are evaluated

using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method [98] with a global dielectric constant

of 2.5. We use the Shift scheme beginning from 0.9 nm and switch the Lennard-Jones

interaction to zero at 1.2 nm. The LINCS algorithm [100] is used for constraining

dummy bonds inside polarizable beads.

Simulations with 1M NaCl are performed for both POPS and POPC systems.

To make comparisons with MARTINI force field, all 4 systems (POPC without

NaCl, POPS without NaCl, POPC with 1M NaCl, and POPS with 1M NaCl)

are simulated using both our pCG model as well as the MARTINI force field. The

simulation setups used for pCG and MARTINI simulations are mostly identical. The

only difference is the increase in time step with MARTINI force field (20 fs). This

was done to maintain consistency. Explicit MARTINI polarizable water model is

used for both pCG and MARTINI simulations [1,90]. We also compared simulation

performance between MARTINI force field and pCG, with polarizable water and

POPC lipids (240 POPC lipids and 7757 water particles). For this comparison

analysis, MARTINI parameters were borrowed directly from their study [1,90], while

parameters detailed above were used for pCG. We found MARTINI simulations to

be twice as fast as our model.
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Simulations with the peptide are performed with 240 lipids of polarizable

POPS, polarizable POPC, POPS without dipoles, and in water. For systems with

the peptide and the bilayer, a random conformation of the peptide is introduced

5nm away from a self assembled bilayer. Counterions are added to neutralize the

system. The peptide is constrained and a 10 ns NPT simulation is performed to

allow the counterions to equilibrate. Constrains are removed to collect 300 ns NPT

data, all of which are analyzed. For better sampling, we run 9 randomly constructed

simulations of each pCG POPS system, and 6 runs for pCG POPC, POPS without

dipoles (POPSnd), and in water.

Atomistic POPS and POPC bilayer simulations are performed with GROMOS

53A6 lipid force field [149]. The thermostat coupling method, velocity rescaling

with a stochastic term (v-rescale), with a time constant of 0.1 ps is used to maintain

a temperature of 300K. The Parinello-Rahman barostat with a time constant of

5.0 ps and isothermal compressibility 1.08×10−5(kcal·mol−1·nm−3)−1 are used to

maintain semi-isotropic pressure at 1 bar in the z direction and 1 bar in the x, y

plane. The time step for dynamics is 2 fs and the neighbor list is updated every 5

steps. Long-range electrostatic interactions with periodic boundary conditions (in

x, y, z directions) are evaluated using the PME method.
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3.3.5 Analysis Methods

3.3.5.1 Calculation of Standard Errors

The estimation of the standard error for the average of the property X, is calculated

by block average. Namely, the whole trajectory is divided into N blocks, each with M

frames. The average of X for each block, and standard deviation from block averages

is calculated. The standard error is the standard deviation over
√
N . To ensure the

property X is independent in each M-sized block, we calculate the normalized time

correlation function of the fluctuations for X,

C(t) =
〈δX(0)δX(t)〉
〈δX(0)δX(0)〉

=
〈δX(0)δX(t)〉

δX2
(3.2)

where δX(t) = X(t) − 〈X〉, and 〈δX2〉 is the mean squared fluctuation. The

size M is set to equal twice the correlation time τX =
∫∞
0
C(t)dt. The standard

error in X can also be directly obtained from:

se[X] =

√
2τX
Trun

< δX2 >1/2 (3.3)

All standard error calculated in this paper use the block average method.

3.3.5.2 Density Distribution

In the CG bilayer system, the density distribution for each bead in the lipid is plotted
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along the bilayer normal direction. In atomistic simulations, instead of using the

position of each atom, center of mass of several atoms corresponding to each CG

bead is evaluated for better and more direct comparison to CG data. The scheme

for atoms mapped to beads is shown in Figure 3.1a.

3.3.5.3 Susceptibility Profile

The bilayer is divided into several slabs of 5Å, in the axial direction, starting from the

center of mass of the bilayer. Then the susceptibility or specific dielectric constant

of each slab in a direction parallel to the membrane interface is calculated using the

following equation based on linear response theory [150],

χ//ε0 = β
〈|∆M//|2〉
〈V 〉

= β〈|∆P//|2〉〈V 〉 (3.4)

where M// and P// are the total dipole moment and polarization density in the

direction parallel to the bilayer, and the ∆ indicates the difference between the value

in each sample and the time-averaged one. ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum,

V is the slab volume and β = 1/kBT . Ergodicity is assumed for time averages in

the equation. To investigate the effect of polarization on bilayer dielectric profile,

only polarizable beads, including serine, ester groups and water molecules in CG

simulation, and their corresponding atom groups in atomistic simulation are taken

into consideration. The dipole moment of the polarizable CG beads is assigned to

their central main site and the dipole moment of atom group is assigned to their
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center of mass.

3.3.5.4 Line Tension

Line tension of POPC and POPS bilayer is computed from a ribbon structure in the

z direction. Ribbon structure is simulated using a NPxyLzT ensemble and evaluated

using Eq.(3.5) [151].

Λ =
1

2

〈
LxLy

[Pxx + Pyy
2

− Pzz
]〉

(3.5)

where Lx, Ly are the sizes of the simulation box in x and y axis, and Pxx, Pyy

and Pzz are the diagonal elements of pressure tensors along x, y, z axis.

3.3.5.5 Bilayer Potential

Electrostatic potential of the bilayer across the box is calculated using the

g potential program in the GROMACS 4.5 package [88]. It is computed by eval-

uating the double integral of the charge density (ρ(z)):

ψ(z) = − 1

ε0

∫ z

−∞
dz′
∫ z′

−∞
ρ(z′′)dz′′ − z

ε0L

∫ L

0

ρ(z′)z′dz′ (3.6)

where ψ is the electrostatic potential and ε0 is the dielectric constant of vac-

uum. L is the length of simulation box in the bilayer normal direction. Periodic
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boundary condition is assumed in the second term, i.e. ψ(0) = ψ(L).

3.3.5.6 Cluster Analysis

To characterize the clustering of head groups in lipid bilayers, a distance-based clus-

tering method is adopted. For the pCG model, neighboring lipids that have dummy

particles with opposite charges residing within a cutoff distance are considered con-

nected, and all lipids that are connected through dipolar connections are classified as

a cluster. Dipolar connections are defined based on contact distance between a pos-

itively charged and a negatively charged dummy particle in close contact with each

other. The cutoff distance used to determine a dipolar connection is based on pair-

wise radial distribution functions (RDF) between lipid beads with opposite dummy

charges. The position of the RDF first peak, from positively charged CNO dummy

beads to all negatively charged particles (CNM, PO4, G1M, G2M) is used to define

the cutoff distances. These distances are 3.0Å for CNP-CNM pair (serine-serine),

4.2Å for CNP-PO4 pair (serine-phosphate), 3.5Å for CNP-G1M pair (serine-ester),

and 4.5Å for CNP-G2M pair (serine-ester). If either of these distances are satisfied

between two lipids, they are considered to be interacting lipids forming a dipolar

connection.

The original MARTINI CG model does not have dipolar particles, therefore

an additional distance, based on main CG bead sites, are defined to compare pCG

and MARTINI model directly. From the defined interacting lipids, pairwise distance
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cutoffs of 6.1Å for CNO-CNO pair and 5.5Å for CNO-PO4 pair are defined. These

are obtained by including the first peak of respective radial distribution functions

(results not shown). Between any two lipids, if both cutoff distances are satisfied,

they are considered to be adjacent to each other. An adjacency matrix with N ×N

elements, where N is the number of lipids in the system, is introduced to characterize

the dipolar connectivity between all lipid pairs, in the following form:

A = {aij} =



1 if rCNO
i − rCNO

j 6 6.1Å

1 else if rCNO
i − rPO4

j 6 5.5Å

0 otherwise

(3.7)

where the superscript for the position vector r denotes the bead type con-

cerned, the subscript is the lipid index, which is a number assigned from 1 to N .

With this matrix, the classification of physically neighboring lipid clusters is trans-

formed to a connected-components labeling problem. The NetworkX 1.6 module in

Python 2.7 is used to perform a connected-components labeling analysis and classify

connected lipids in the bilayer as clusters [152].

As for atomistic simulations a cutoff distance of 3.5Å between hydrogen and

oxygen atoms is used, which is the typical hydrogen bonding distance [153]. The

adjacency matrix for the all-atom data is defined below:

A = {aij} =


1 if min{

∥∥rHi − rOj
∥∥} 6 3.5Å

0 otherwise

(3.8)

The superscript for the position vector r in Eq.3.8 denotes the atom type (H
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for hydrogen and O for oxygen) and the subscript denotes the lipid index. Whenever

there is at least one pairwise distance between oxygen and hydrogen in two different

lipids that is within 3.5Å, a hydrogen bond is considered formed between the two.

3.3.5.7 Ion Bridge Connectivity

The first peak of the RDFs between a positively charged ion (Na+) and other neg-

atively charged beads in a lipid is used to define cutoffs for ion-bead interactions

(CNM: 4.4Å, PO4: 6.1Å and G1M/G2M: 5.1Å). In other words, an ion is bound to

a lipid if the distance between the positively charged ion and the negatively charged

lipid particle is less than the cutoff distance. An ion bridge is formed when one lipid

connects to another lipid via an ion-lipid connection.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Structural and Dynamic Membrane Properties

Bilayer Self-Assembly: Snapshots of the bilayer self-assembly process are

shown in Figure 3.3 for POPS, and Figure 3.4 for POPC. In both systems, the

lipids begin aggregating in less than one nanosecond and form a single disordered

aggregate. As system evolves, the aggregate rearranges to form a defect-free bilayer

in less than 12 ns.

Area per Lipid and Bilayer Thickness: The bilayer area per lipid at dif-

ferent NaCl concentrations is shown in Figure 3.5. The area per lipid of POPS
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Figure 3.3: Time evolution of bilayer self assembly using pCG (polarizable coarse-

grained) POPS. Phosphates are represented in brown, ester groups in pink, serine

groups in blue, other groups in cyan.

and POPC at 0M ion concentrations (i.e. with only counterions) is 65Å2, for both

systems with MARTINI force field [1], and 62Å2 and 60Å2 respectively with our

polarizable model.The standard errors, determined from block averages, are within

10−3nm2 for all the four systems. One major distinction in our results compared to

the MARTINI force field is the ability of our model to capture a difference between

the area per lipid of POPC and POPS. Due to the absence of any dipolar inter-
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Figure 3.4: Time evolution of bilayer self assembly using pCG POPC. Phosphate

beads are represented in brown, ester groups in pink, choline groups are in blue,

other groups in POPC in cyan.

actions, the area per lipid values of POPC and POPS bilayer are nearly identical

in MARTINI. A condensation effect is observed in pCG POPS bilayer induced by

strong dipolar interactions between the serine headgroups. In experiment, the area

per lipid of POPS has been reported by different groups to be 45-55Å2 [154, 155]

whereas for POPC it is around 62-68Å2 [156–159]. Even though our POPC area per

lipid (62Å2) is about 3Å2 lower than that of MARTINI POPC (65Å2), both coarse
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Figure 3.5: Area per lipid change induced by the addition of 1M NaCl. The standard

error of mean is within 10−3nm2.

grained values are within reasonable range, in comparison to both experiments and

all-atom simulations [160].

In both MARTINI and our pCG model, the decrease in area per lipid induced

by the addition of 1M NaCl is in agreement with previous all-atom simulations [123],

and experimental measurements [161] using various lipid bilayers. All-atom study

by Pandit et al. characterizing the effect of NaCl on DPPC bilayers, showed that

the area per lipid of the bilayer decreases with the presence of ions [127]. The

reduction in area per lipid is due to a condensation effect induced by Na+ ions.

On the other hand, Tieleman’s study on atomistic POPS with GROMOS, in the

presence of ions does not show a marked effect on area per lipid [129]. Our model,
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along with MARTINI shows a 3-4% decrease in area per lipid with the presence of

monovalent ions, in both POPC and POPS systems.

Table 3.3: Bilayer thickness in different systems evaluated over last 100 ns data

System Bilayer thickness (Å) Standard error

POPC (MARTINI) 42.7 0.04

POPC + 1M NaCl (MARTINI) 43.7 0.03

POPS (MARTINI) 41.6 0.04

POPS + 1M NaCl (MARTINI) 43.1 0.03

POPC (pCG) 44.2 0.03

POPC + 1M NaCl (pCG) 44.9 0.03

POPS (pCG) 43.7 0.03

POPS + 1M NaCl (pCG) 44.4 0.03

The average bilayer thickness is listed in Table 3.3 . Bilayer thickness is mea-

sured as the distance between vertical positions (z-axis) of phosphate groups on ei-

ther leaflet. The bilayer thickness of pCG POPS is smaller than that of pCG POPC

by ∼0.5Å. In all-atom and experimental studies, the bilayer thickness of POPS is

reported to be 38.2 Å and for POPC it is 39.1 Å [125, 156], which shows the same

trend. In addition, with the presence of ions, all-atom simulation data with POPC,

and POPC-POPS mixed systems, show an increase in bilayer thickness, which is

in agreement with our bilayer thickness increase of 0.7Å [50, 161]. The change in
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bilayer thickness is attributed to an increase in head group interaction with ions and

the decrease of area per lipid.

Figure 3.6: Density distribution of (a) POPC from all-atom data, (b) POPS from

all-atom data, (c) POPC from pCG data, (d) POPS from pCG data, (e) POPC

from MARTINI data, (f) POPS from MARTINI data. Solid yellow: GL1; dashed

yellow: GL2; red: PO4; blue: NC3/CNO; black: Na+.

Density Distribution: Density distributions (see Figure 3.6) of different

head groups of POPC and POPS were evaluated to estimate the effect of added
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dipolar particles. As shown in Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.6d, the regions occupied

by phosphate (PO4) and serine groups (CNO) in POPS overlap in space for our

model and all-atom data. This effect is primarily due to the electrostatic interactions

among the serine and phosphate groups, between lipids and within lipids, that causes

the phosphates to lie in the same vertical position (z-axis) as the serine groups. That

is, with the addition of head group dipoles, both the phosphate and serine groups

lie on the same plane. However, with the MARTINI force field the serine head

group bead is located above the phosphate bead, as seen by the outward shift of

the PO4 and CNO distribution peaks (Figure 3.6f). This is due to a lack of any

dipole-dipole or electrostatic interactions between CNO-CNO beads and CNO-PO4

beads in MARTINI leading to an increase in conformational freedom of CNO-PO4

beads.

For the 1M NaCl system, both pCG POPS and pCG POPC exhibit Na+ ion

penetration as observed by the increase of the Na+ density distribution near the

head group region (black curve in Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b). There is a clear

distinction between pCG POPC and pCG POPS, a deeper ion penetration in the PS

system is observed. Due to this effect, some of the charges on phosphate beads are

satisfied, and the serine bead is seen to interact less with the phosphate group, and

more with ions and water. This can be better understood by comparing serine and

phosphate positions in Figure 3.7b and Figure 3.6d. By the addition of NaCl the

CNO peak shifts outwards, towards the solvent. The ion density curves with both

our model and MARTINI (black curve in Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b) is similar

in location to the Na+ ion peak with old CHARMM parameters, where Na+ over
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Figure 3.7: Density profiles of lipid bilayer systems with 1M NaCl. Solid brown:

GL1; dashed brown: GL2; red: PO4; blue: NC3/CNO; black: Na+; green: Cl−.

Density distribution of (a) POPC with 1M NaCl from pCG data, (b) POPS from

with 1M NaCl from pCG data, (c) POPC with 1M NaCl from MARTINI data, (d)

POPS with 1M NaCl from MARTINI data.

binding was observed [162].

Susceptibility Profile and Dielectric Potential: Susceptibility (χ) is a

measure of dipole moment sensitivity to changes in external electric field. Both wa-

ter molecules and head group beads contribute to this dipole moment, and hence χ.

Dielectric susceptibility of a bilayer-water system with atomistic force field GRO-

MOS (red curves), our polarizable CG model (black curves) and the MARTINI

force field (gray curves) for POPC and POPS is depicted in Figure 3.8a and 3.8b
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Figure 3.8: Susceptibility profile of (a) POPC and (b) POPS bilayers. Potential

profile of (c) POPC and (d) POPS bilayer. Atomistic profile is represented in red,

MARTINI in gray and pCG in black.

respectively.

In the case of POPC (Figure 3.8a) there is a gradual gradient in χ from the

center of the bilayer (x axis <0) to bulk water (x axis >0). This trend is consistent in

all three systems. However, in the case of POPS (Figure 3.8b), the regions near the

head groups (interfacial region) have a high dielectric contribution in both all atom

simulations (red curve) as well as with pCG (black curve). This effect is not captured

in MARTINI (gray curve) largely due to the lack of head group bead polarizability.

A CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman scattering) microscopy experiment used by

Cheng et al. show that interfacial water molecules near POPS multilamellar vesicle
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is more polarized than those near POPC multilamellar vesicle [163], which can be

interpreted as being consistent with our finding that PS interfacial dipoles are more

prone to the change of external electric field .

To investigate the effect of bead polarization on membrane electrostatics, we

computed transmembrane electrical dipole potential (V ) that arises solely from

POPC and POPS lipid bilayers, excluding water molecules and ions. Transmem-

brane potential for POPC and POPS bilayer systems with atomistic force field GRO-

MOS (red curves), our polarizable CG model (black curves) and the MARTINI force

field (gray curves) is depicted in Figure 3.8c and 3.8d respectively. This potential

largely arises from the alignment of lipid dipole head groups. For the POPC bilayer,

the dipole potential evaluated using pCG and MARTINI is nearly indistinguishable,

with the exception of a marginal decrease in potential is observed at the interfacial

region with pCG, owing to the presence of polarizable ester groups. This result is in

disagreement with the observations from Orsi et al., which found that ester groups

of PC membranes play a more significant role in electrostatic potential [19].

In the case of POPS, there is a more significant gradient in dipole potential

change from the interfacial region to the hydrocarbon core (see Figure 5d, from x=0

to |x|=2), with pCG and all atom bilayers. Although the absolute value of the dipole

potential at the center of the bilayer is around +2.5V with pCG, and +5V with the

atomistic model, we are able to capture the right trend. That is, MARTINI yields

a negative potential at the center of the bilayer, whereas, pCG and atomistic yield

a positive potential.

PS Cluster: The presence of lipid clusters in PS and mixed PC/PS bilayers
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Figure 3.9: Top view of head group clusters for a leaflet (each point represents

a phosphate atom, and lines represents lipid connectivity) in (a) all-atom POPS

bilayer, (b) pCG POPS bilayer, and (c) MARTINI POPS bilayer. Distinct colors

are used to distinguish individual clusters. (d) Probability distribution of number

of clusters in POPS bilayer in all-atom (cyan), pCG (blue), and MARTINI (green)

systems.
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has been observed in the atomistic simulations [50, 129]. Since the head group of

POPS in our model is capable of forming dipole-dipole interactions, dynamic clusters

are observed on the membrane surface see Figure 3.9b and Figure 3.2b). That is,

there are dipolar interactions connecting oppositely charged dummy particles of

neighboring lipids. As shown in Figure 6d, on average, there are around 30 clusters

in our polarizable lipid CG model, and around 20 clusters in POPS all-atom model.

The clusters in our CG model are mostly linear whereas in all-atom simulations

they have more branches. This is because, the serine group in the all-atom system

can form multiple hydrogen bonds between lipids, while the serine CG bead can

only form two dipolar connections. All clusters observed in the simulations are

dynamic in nature, they emerge and disappear. Therefore, these dipolar interactions

observed in our CG model mimic the hydrogen bonding network observed in all

atom bilayers [164] (Figure 3.9a). These clusters are not present in the MARTINI

POPS system (Figure 3.9d), due to the inability of the model to capture dipolar

interactions. Clearly, pCG is capable of reproducing the essence of cluster formation,

which is a distinct property of POPS lipids. The dipoles in polar beads, act as

pseudo hydrogen bonds and assist in the interactions between head groups. These

head group interactions lead to the formation of clusters. To confirm that our

clusters are dynamic, and often break and re-form, we performed a cluster life time

analysis (see Supplementary material, section: Dipolar Cluster Half-Life). From our

analysis it is clear that the clusters are dynamic, and often exchange lipids.

Line tension: Our model predicts a line tension of 37.3±4 pN for POPC

bilayer. This value is within the range of that predicted for similar lipids like DOPC
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Figure 3.10: Probability of 1,2,3 and 4 ion bridges bound to a POPS lipid at different

ion concentrations.

and SOPC (6∼25pN) [151, 165, 166]. Thus the model can capture the right barrier

in pore formation of POPC bilayers, and the presence of dipolar particles does not

significantly increase this energetic penalty or the barrier for pore formation.The

line tension for pCG POPS is 51.7±5 pN. The time scale for edge reconstruction

with pCG POPS was significantly higher than that with pCG POPC. The higher

line tension with pCG POPS indicates a higher energy barrier for pore formation

in lipid bilayers, which is expected due to stronger head group interactions between

lipids.

Ion Bridges: To better characterize ion bound-lipids, we classified lipids

bound to ions via ion bridges, where an ion bridge is defined as an ion connecting
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two lipid molecules based on cut-off distances (see Methods section). For the POPS

bilayer system with 0M NaCl (i.e. with counterions), 20% of lipids are bound to only

one ion bridge, 49% to two ion bridges, 28% to three ion bridges and almost none of

the lipids are bound to four ion bridges (Figure 3.10). However, when 1M NaCl is

added to the system, the number of 3 and 4 ion bridges bound to a lipid increases

significantly to, 43% and 15% respectively. This suggests that the addition of extra

ions to the system connects more lipids, forming larger ion-mediated lipid regions.

This result is consistent with many all-atom studies on anionic bilayers [123,129,161].

3.4.2 Membrane-Induced SVS-1 Folding

The presence of dipole particles in lipids (POPS) and peptide (SVS-1) enabled

us to better investigate the role of electrostatic interactions. Figure 3.11 includes

4 snapshots of one representative run of SVS-1 peptide with pCG POPS bilayer.

Within the first 10 ns, lysine side chains of the peptide (brown) are attracted to the

anionic bilayer. Once the side chain charges are satisfied, the dipoles of the backbone

beads interact with each other, which aid in formation of a β-hairpin within 30 ns

in most trials. The peptide is dynamic on the surface of the bilayer and explores

different registers.

This is consistent with experimental behavior of SVS-1, which has been shown

to preferentially adopt a β-sheet conformation both in the presence of anionic mem-

branes and tumor cells [38,144]. To characterize the lateral position of the peptide,

we looked at z distance between side chain beads of each of the β strand residue,
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Figure 3.11: Stages in SVS-1 sheet formation: peptide is randomly placed above

the bilayer at t=0ns; lysine side chains interact with anionic POPS within a few

ns. With lysine side chains buried in the bilayer, the backbone dummies interact

to form sheets, which are formed as early as 30 ns in some runs. The peptide is

dynamic on the surface of the bilayer and largely retains sheet content by the end of

300 ns. Colors: lipid hydrophobic core (green), peptide backbone (orange), positive

and negative dummies in blue and red, phosphates in tan, esters in purple, CNO in

cyan and lysines in crimson.
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Figure 3.12: Lateral z distance of each side chain bead of SVS-1 strands (residue

name on y-axis), from the center of mass of pCG POPS PO4 beads, with time.

Color bar represents distance in Å, where negative values indicate deeper side chain

penetration, below the com of PO4 layer. (a) and (b) represent different time

periods.

and phosphate layer, with time. Figure 3.12 represents this z distance (scale on

the color bar) for one representative trial that folds into a β-hairpin. Initially, the

lysine distances from the phosphate layer are lower than the valines (dark blue in

Figure 3.12a, <2Å), however, with time the valine distances from the phosphate

layer become more negative (green and blue, -4 to -7Å). Negative distances in Fig-

ure 3.12 denote deeper penetration beneath the phosphate layer . That is, with time

the valines face the hydrophobic phase to interact with the alkyl beads, while the

lysines continue to interact with the head group region (PO4 and CNO). This leads

to a more negative distance for valines than lysines in Figure 3.12.

A total of 9 trials were performed to validate the significance of our results.

Details of 3 random trials are shown in Figure 3.13. Figures 3.13a-c depicts in-
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Figure 3.13: Time evolution of (a) sheet pair fraction (Frsheet) of the peptide; (b)

center of mass (com) distance of the peptide from the phosphate beads on the bilayer

(∆z); (c) end to end distance (Lc) of the peptide, evaluated between the first and the

last backbone bead. Each color represents a single run. Representative snapshots of

conformations explored, each with a in-register sheet fraction of (d) 0.28, (e) 0.14,

(f) 0.71, (g) 0.57 and (h) 1.0. All data from our polarizable coarse-grained models.

register sheet fraction (Frsheet) [140], center of mass distance (com) of the peptide

from the bilayer (∆z), and end to end distance of the peptide (Lc), respectively.

Different colors represent different trials. Another 6 random trials are shown in

Figure 3.14. In total, 5 out of 9 runs folded into stable, sheet-like conformations.

From Figure 3.13a and 3.13b, as the peptide reaches the bilayer (denoted by 20Å

on the y axis), the in-register sheet fraction gradually increases, suggesting the
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Figure 3.14: Time evolution of sheet pair fraction of the peptide (Frsheet) in

blue and center of mass (com) distance of the peptide from the bilayer in red, for

system with pCG POPS. a-f represents individual trials, and g, h and i are final

conformations of trials depicted in c, d and e, respectively.
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involvement of the bilayer in driving peptide folding. It is important to note that

the peptide is dynamic on the bilayer, which can be seen by fluctuations in in-register

sheet fraction, which is a strict measurement of sheet contacts. In addition to β-

hairpin, off-register conformations are observed, as depicted by the representative

peptide conformations with in-register sheet fraction between 0-0.2, 0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6,

0.6-0.8 and 0.8 to 1 in Figures 3.13e, 3.13d, 3.13g, 3.13f and 3.13h respectively.

Conformations with Frsheet >0.5 are largely sheet-like. Time evolution of Lc of

the peptide is shown in Figure 3.13c, a decrease in Lc as the peptide reaches the

bilayer and adopts a sheet-like conformation is observed. The trend in Lc correlates

with the pair fraction (Figure 3.13a). That is, with an increase in Frsheet there is a

decrease in Lc.

However, not all trials lead to sheet-like conformations (blue curves in Figure

3.13). The peptide is dynamic and folds and unfolds on the surface of the bilayer.

For example, in Figure 3.14e there are 27 transitions from folded (Frsheet >0.7) to

the unfolded state (Frsheet <0.3) in 300ns.

Figure 3.14a-f depict ∆z, and Frsheet of multiple trials. Even though a small

double well dihedral bias for both helical and sheet conformations is added to the

force field, no helicity was observed for the SVS-1 peptide with pCG POPS at

the interface. This is not surprising as the peptide has a distinct sheet pattern of

alternating cationic and hydrophobic residues, along with a designated turn region

[167].

As control systems, simulations of (a) pCG SVS-1 and pCG POPC bilayer, (b)

pCG SVS-1 and POPS bilayer without polarizable particles (POPSnd i.e. POPS no-
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Figure 3.15: Time evolution of (a and d) sheet pair fraction of the peptide (Frsheet);

(b and e) center of mass (com) distance of the peptide from the phosphate beads on

the bilayer; (c and f) end to end distance (Lc) of the peptide, evaluated between the

first and the last backbone bead. Each color represents a single run. (a), (b) and

(c) are data from our polarizable coarse-grained model for POPC bilayer (d), (e)

and (f) are data using our peptide model with dipoles and a POPS bilayer without

dipole particles (POPSnd).

dipole), and (c) pCG SVS-1 in water were analyzed. Figures 3.12a and 3.12d, 3.12b

and 3.12e and 3.12c and 3.12f, depict Frsheet, ∆z, and Lc of runs with pCG SVS-1

and pCG POPC, and pCG SVS-1 and POPSnd (or POPS no dipole), respectively.

Each color in the Figures represents an individual trial, a total of 6 distinct runs are

represented. Frsheet explored by these systems is largely below 0.3 and Lc, above

20Å. Therefore, there is a lack of secondary structure content in these systems,

and a preference for more extended conformations with Lc ranging from 20 to 50Å

(see Figure 3.15c and 3.15f). Any sheet-like conformation explored in the case of
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pCG POPC (red and magenta lines in Figure 3.15a) are structures explored by the

peptide in water. This is supported by the ∆z plot (Figure 3.15b), which shows

that the distance between the peptide and the com of the bilayer is greater than

35Å until 30-40 ns. A time-lag in peptide-pCG POPC bilayer binding is observed

by comparing the time evolution of ∆z in Figures 3.12b, 3.12e, and 3.13b. That

is, there is a noticeable time difference of about 10ns between peptide interaction

with pCG POPC, in comparison with POPS with and without dipoles. Therefore,

the serine dipoles might not play a significant role in attracting the peptide to the

bilayer surface.

Figure 3.16: Time evolution of (a) sheet fraction (Frsheet) of the peptide in water,

(b) end to end distance (Lc), (c) average dihedral angle per frame and (d) average

1-4 backbone distances (H1). Each color represents a single run.

Time evolution of sheet content, end to end distance, average peptide dihedral,
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and H1 distance (i to i + 4 backbone distance) [140] of pCG SVS-1 in water are

shown in Figure 3.16a-d respectively. SVS-1 explores unfolded, helical (average

dihedral angle of 40-60◦ and H1 distance of 5-7Å) and sheet-like conformations

(sheet contact greater than 0.7 and Lc within 1-2 nm) without exhibiting a preferred

structure or stable state(s) in water. From these four plots, we conclude that SVS-

1 is intrinsically disordered in water. This is consistent with both experimental

data and the design strategy, i.e. SVS-1 was designed to remain disordered and

inactive in aqueous solution [38]. In fact, most linear AMPs are not structured in

solution, and the induction of secondary structure on membrane surfaces is known

to enhance amphipathicity, which plays a key role in the antimicrobial function of

these peptides [168]. This also means that the peptide could be collapsed before

interacting with the bilayer. However, the fact that a stable β-sheet conformation is

observed, only on SVS-1 interaction with pCG POPS and not otherwise, reinforces

the role of pCG POPS in stabilizing β-sheet conformations in SVS-1 peptide.

These results, albeit expected, raise a series of important questions, (a) what

drives the folding of pCG SVS-1 on pCG POPS bilayers, (b) what is the role of

dipoles, both in the peptide and the membrane (c) why does the peptide not fold on

pCG POPC and POPSnd (POPS without dipoles) bilayers, and finally, (d) how do

the side chains influence the folding process. To answer these questions, we turned

to energetic contributions.

Figure 3.17a represents distinct energetic contributions between the CNO

beads and the peptide backbone beads (BB) (red curves), phosphate-BB (green

curves), GL1-BB (brown), GL2-BB (cyan) and between backbone beads themselves
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Figure 3.17: LJ pairwise (dashed lines) and Coulombic energies (solid lines) as a

function of Frsheet for (a) PO4-BB (green), CNO-BB(red) and BB-BB (blue), GL2-

BB (cyan), GL1-BB (brown); (b) hydrophobic side chain self interaction (black) and

hydrophobic side chain-alkyl (magenta); (c) PO4-SCC+ (green) and CNO-SCC+

(red), GL2-SCC+ (cyan), GL1-SCC+ (brown). Data from pCG POPS bilayer sys-

tem.

(blue curves). All five interactions display a swift decrease in energy from the un-

folded state (Frsheet around 0.2) to the folded state (Frsheet>0.6), thus denoting

a cooperative transition in folding. Cooperativity in BB interaction is expected

and consistent with our previous study [140], however, the interaction of BB with

PO4 and CNO beads also display similar trends. This is because, sheet formation

in SVS-1 is not just driven by dipolar contacts within the sheet, but also stabi-

lized by interactions between the bilayer headgroups and the peptide. This result

stresses on the relevance of the “polarity profile” of bilayers, or the gradient in elec-

trical polarity due to chemical heterogeneities at membrane interfaces. It has been

speculated by White’s group, among others, that the chemical heterogeneities of the

interface will provide possibilities for non-covalent, stabilizing interactions with pep-
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tides [116, 169]. Both GL1-SCC+ (brown) and GL2-SCC+ (cyan) interactions seem

to be the least significant, with LJ interactions (dashed brown and cyan curves)

a little more pronounced than Coulombic interactions. This is largely due to the

positioning of the peptide in the bilayer, which is below the PO4 layer as evident

from Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.18: Number density distribution of PO4 (red curves), lysine side chain

(SCC+) (black curves) and valine side chain beads (blue curves) over a time period

of (a) 0-25 ns, (b) 25-50 ns, (c) 50-75 ns and (d) 75-100 ns. Side chain distributions

are scaled by a factor of 5 for easy comparison.

Figure 3.17b represents pairwise energies of valine-valine beads (black dashed

curve) and valine-lipid alkyl tails (magenta dashed curve). Both these terms show

clear cooperative trends of lower energy for the folded state. However, a sharper

transition between the folded and unfolded states is observed in the case of valine-
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alkyl interactions. To understand the interplay between the lysine (SCC+)-phosphate

and valine-alkyl interactions, we looked at density distributions of lysine and valine

side chains of a representative run (black and blue curves in Figure 3.18, respectively)

at different time periods. Density distributions of phosphates on both leaflets (red

curves in Figure 3.18) are shown in red, to denote the bilayer boundaries. Figure

3.18 shows the distribution from (a) 0-25 ns, (b) 25-50 ns, (c) 50-75 ns and (d) 75-

100 ns. As can be seen from these plots, lysine insertion into the phosphate region

is the first crucial step (black curve in Figure 3.18a). With time, the valine side

chains flip towards the interior of the bilayer. By 75 ns, almost all the valine side

chain beads are completely buried in the hydrophobic region (Figure 3.18c). The

results reinforce the importance of amphiphilicity in membrane-induced folding of

AMPs.

Figure 3.17c represents distinct energetic contributions between the bilayer

and charged lysine side chain beads (SCC+), along the reaction coordinate Frsheet.

Green curves correspond to interaction between phosphate beads and SCC+, red

curves correspond to interaction between CNO beads and SCC+, brown curves cor-

respond to interaction between GL1 beads and SCC+ and cyan curves correspond

to interaction between GL2 beads and SCC+. All solid lines are Coulombic con-

tributions and dashed lines, LJ interactions. Phosphate-SCC+ Coulombic interac-

tion (green solid curve) displays a sharp transition from the unfolded state (Frsheet

around 0.2) to the folded state (Frsheet>0.6). A similar transition of much lower

magnitude is observed in the case of CNO-SCC+ interaction. Again, both GL1-

SCC+ (brown) and GL2-SCC+ (cyan) interactions seem to be the least significant,
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with LJ interactions (dashed brown and cyan curves) a little more pronounced than

Coulombic interactions, due to the location of the peptide. Thus, phosphates play a

larger role in interaction with cationic side chains. This result can be reconciled with

Figure 3.11 and 3.18, where the lysines are seen to drive the peptide towards the

bilayer. Positioning of lysine residues to interact with lipid phosphates is a property

of many cationic AMPs like CM15, a lysine enriched cecropin-melittin hybrid [170].

Figure 3.19: LJ pairwise (dashed lines) and Coulombic energies (solid lines) as

a function of Lc for (a and d) PO4-BB (green), CNO-BB(red) and BB-BB (blue),

GL2-BB (cyan), GL1-BB (brown); (b and e) hydrophobic side chain self interaction

(black) and hydrophobic side chain-alkyl (magenta); (c and f) PO4-SCC+ (green)

and CNO-SCC+ (red), GL2-SCC+ (cyan), GL1-SCC+ (brown). Data for POPS

bilayer without dipole particles represented on top (a, b, and c), and pCG POPC

bilayer-SVS-1 system below (d, e and f).

SVS-1 does not fold with pCG POPC and POPSnd bilayers, energetic con-

tributions with respect to Lc, of one representative trajectory (brown curves) is
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depicted in Figure 3.19. Figures 3.19a-c correspond to POPSnd and Figure 3.19d-f

to pCG POPC. Figure 3.19a and 3.19d represent energetic contributions between

the head group beads (CNO for POPSnd and NC3 for POPC) and the peptide

backbone beads (BB) (red curves), phosphate-BB (green curves), GL1-BB (brown),

GL2-BB(cyan) and between backbone beads themselves (blue curves); Figure 3.19b

and 3.19e represent pairwise energies of valine-valine beads (black dashed curve)

and valine-lipid alkyl tails (magenta dashed curve); and Figure 3.19c and 3.19f,

energetic contributions between CNO/NC3 beads and the lysine side chain beads

(SCC+) (red curves), phosphate-SCC+(green curves), GL1-SCC+ (brown), and GL2-

SCC+ (cyan). Comparing Figure 3.19 with Figure 3.17, the trend of every curve

in Figure 3.17 is reversed in Figure 3.19, except for the blue curves or BB-BB pair

interaction. That is, every evaluated pairwise interaction between the peptide and

the bilayer in Figure 3.19 favors the unfolded state (Lc>40Å), whereas the same

interaction pairs in Figure 3.17, favor the folded state (Frsheet>0.6). The decrease

in BB-BB interaction energy (blue curves) with decrease in Lc is an obvious and

expected trend; lower the end-to-end distance, more compact the peptide, higher

the intra-peptide interaction and lower the energies.

On comparing Figures 3.19a and 3.19d with Figure 3.17a, we can see that PO4-

BB (green curves) interaction energy is lowest in the POPSnd system. This is due

to a lack of serine dipoles in the head group region, as dipoles might electrostatically

compete with PO4. We can also see that NC3 interacts more strongly with BB beads

(red curves in Figure 3.19d), in comparison to CNO in pCG POPS and POPSnd

(red curves in Figure 3.17a and Figure 3.19a, respectively), due to its point charge of
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+1. Therefore, backbone beads interact more strongly with (a) POPSnd, due to the

lack of an electrostatic gradient in the head group region, and hence increased PO4-

BB interaction, and (b) pCG POPC, due to higher NC3-BB interaction, along with

PO4-BB interaction. Both PO4-BB and NC3/CNO-BB energies in Figure 3.19a and

3.19d (red and green curves), are the lowest for extended peptide conformations on

the bilayer surface (Lc>40Å). This could be because, in both these systems, the

dipole or electrostatic interactions within POPSnd bilayer and within pCG POPC

bilayer are lower than within pCG POPS. In the case of pCG POPS, the added

dipoles facilitate stronger lipid-lipid interactions, which leads to cluster formation

(see Figure 3.9). Therefore, in pCG POPS systems, a balance between intra-peptide

backbone interaction and peptide backbone-bilayer interaction is achieved. On the

other hand, in both pCG POPS and POPSnd systems, the peptide backbone-bilayer

interaction is higher, leading to decreased intra-peptide interactions. This suggests

that there is a subtle balance between these two competing interactions (intra-

peptide and peptide-lipid), which a model must be able to capture, in order to be

used to study membrane-induced peptide folding.

From Figure 3.19b, 3.19e and 3.17b, we see that the valine-valine pairwise

energies (black dashed curve) are lowest for folded conformations in the pCG POPS

system (by -15kJ/mol in Figure 3.17b). However, the valine-alkyl energies (magenta

dashed lines) are lower in the case of pCG-POPC (Figure 3.19b) and POPSnd (Fig-

ure 3.19b) by about the same amount of -15kJ/mol. Therefore, the net hydrophobic

interaction of SVS-1 (intra-peptide and peptide-alkyl tail) does not bias the folded

sheet-like state or the unfolded-extended state.
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There are two main distinctions between Figures 3.19c, 3.19f and 3.17c. First,

the interaction energy between lysine side chains and phosphate beads (green curves)

is lowest (around -410kJ/mol) in the POPSnd system (Figures 3.19c), which could be

attributed to an absence of electrostatic gradient in the head group region. It is also

worthwhile to note that the lowest energy is when the peptide is extended (Lc>40Å).

Second, the electrostatic repulsive energy between lysine side chains and choline

(NC3) beads of pCG POPC (red curve in Figure 3.19f) destabilizes the membrane-

bound state (+80kJ/mol). This repulsion between the head groups of pCG POPC

and lysine residues could explain the time-lag in peptide-bilayer interactions seen

in Figure 3.15b. However, the longer side chains of lysine residues and its charge

distribution on the peptide, facilitates binding to even pCG POPC membranes.

In our study, only one peptide is present in the system (Lipid:Peptide is 240:1).

With higher concentration of the peptide, repulsive interaction between the peptide

side chains (lysines) and pCG POPC is likely to be more pronounced. Binding

of cationic β-hairpin AMPs to zwitterionic lipid membranes have been previously

observed in protegrin-1(PG-1) known to interact with both zwitterionic and anionic

lipids [171,172]. CMP, the cysteine deleted analog of tachyplesin, is known to bind

weakly to zwitterionic POPC vesicles, but remain unfolded [173]. CMP, like SVS-1,

folds in the presence of anionic lipids, and is disordered in water. Cationic peptides

like TAT [174–177], poly-arginine sequences [178, 179], and penetratin [175, 180]

are also known to bind to DOPC and DPPC lipid membranes. Atomistic free

energy studies with OPLS forcefield predicts lysine and arginine residues to have

favorable interfacial free energies of partition with DOPC bilayers [181]. It is also
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important to remember that the SVS-1 peptide used in this study is mapped to our

minimalistic CG model, where we have only one type of hydrophobic and charged

residue. Therefore, valine and lysine residues in our simulation study essentially

represent a hydrophobic and charged residue prototype and not the properties of

the residue themselves.

Finally, the trend in Coulombic interaction of GL1 and GL2, both with lysines

and phosphates in (a) pCG POPC is minimal and almost non existent (brown and

cyan solid curves in Figure 3.19d and 3.19f), and (b) absent in POPSnd. Although

the LJ interactions of GL1 and GL2 show a decrease in energy values with increase in

Lc, similar to most other peptide-lipid interactions(brown and cyan dashed curves

in Figure 3.19d and 3.19f), this is largely because of the location of the peptide

within the bilayer.

3.5 Conclusion

We have explored the role of lipid head group dipoles in structural and dy-

namical properties of an anionic (POPS) and zwitterionic (POPC) bilayer. We have

done this by introducing polarization into polar coarse-grained lipid head group.

The model has roots in the MARTINI force field and has been built to be com-

patible with our recently developed protein model that captures de novo folding of

secondary and supersecondary protein structures [140]. Our model is slightly more

expensive in computational cost. In simulations of the benchmark system with 240

POPC lipids and 7757 CG water molecules, our model is slowed down approximately
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by a factor of two in comparison with the MARTINI system, which mostly arises

from the shorter time step in our model. Several interactions involving polarizable

CG beads have been re-parametrized. It should also be noted that, we have not

tested all the bead types of the MARTINI force field, and our lipid model is not

transferable to the other lipid types, because it is intended to be used specifically

with our peptide model to study membrane-induced peptide folding.

The physical properties of the POPS and POPC bilayers which formed spon-

taneously from a random configuration, exhibit reasonable descriptions of lipid be-

havior. To examine the performance of our model, we explored structural, dynamic

and electrostatic properties, such as the cross-bilayer density profile, area per lipid,

bilayer thickness, mean squared displacements, line tension, dipole potential, dielec-

tric profile, head group orientation and formation of lipid clusters. Comparison of

these properties with experiments and/or all-atom simulations shows good agree-

ment. Our model also captures the right trend in membrane interface electrical

potential, which the MARTINI model fails to capture.

The model predicts formation of lipid clusters in PS bilayers in agreement to

all-atom simulations, but in contrast to the the MARTINI model. In particular, we

have shown that dipole interactions are crucial in stabilizing lipid cluster formation

in PS bilayers by mimicking the hydrogen bonding network present in the head

group region of atomistic PS bilayers. The presence of PS lipid cluster formation

causes a distinction in area per lipid between POPC and POPS bilayer in our model.

That is, the presence of head group dipoles in POPS results in a condensation effect

by the alignment of headgroup dipoles, which manifests as a decrease in area per
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lipid. In addition, the model indicates, in agreement with all-atom data, that the

serine group lies at the same vertical position of the phosphate group. This is in

contrast to the MARTINI model where the serine is found above the phosphate

position. Also, more subtle changes to head groups, on interaction with monovalent

ions are observed. With the addition of 1M NaCl, area per lipid of both POPS

and POPC bilayers decreased due to an electrostatic condensation effect, and the

average number of ion bridges formed between lipids increased. We are currently

working on parameterizing ions and charged interactions based on size to charge

ratio. In this model, all ions are considered as hydrated ions, with decrease in ion

radius, there is also a change in the size of its hydration shell, thus by making this

distinction we will be able to distinguish different types of monovalent ions.

We studied POPS mediated folding of anticancer peptide SVS-1 to explore the

effects of lipid head group interactions in membrane-induced peptide folding. With

pCG, we were able to observe membrane mediated folding of SVS-1 into β-hairpin

with anionic bilayers, in agreement with experimental observations. The driving

forces involved in folding include PO4-lysine interaction, valine-alkyl interaction,

intra-peptide interaction and CNO-peptide interaction. PO4-lysine interaction con-

tributes in attracting the peptide to the anionic bilayer, while valine-alkyl interaction

and intra-peptide interaction play a role in stabilizing the β-turn conformation. We

do not observe SVS-1 folding with pCG POPC, POPSnd, or in water, where it is

intrinsically disordered. This is in agreement with experimental studies [38].

One of the reasons we observe SVS-1 folding in pCG POPS bilayers, and

not pCG POPC or POPSnd is because, a subtle balance between intra-peptide
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interaction (BB-BB) and peptide-lipid bilayer (BB-PO4 and BB-CNO) interaction

is achieved only with pCG POPS. In the case of pCG POPC and POPSnd, the

peptide-lipid interactions are more stronger (BB-PO4 in POPSnd and, BB-PO4

along with BB-NC3 in pCG POPC), thus decreasing intra-peptide interactions (BB-

BB). The presence of added dipole particles in the CNO or serine head group region

in pCG POPS, leads to higher lipid-lipid interaction, which is also the primary

reason for head-group mediated lipid clusters observed in these bilayers. This causes

lower lipid-peptide interactions and subsequently, higher intra-peptide interactions.

Whereas, both in the case of POPSnd and pCG POPC, there is less (if any) dipole-

dipole interaction between lipids in a bilayer, which leads to increased peptide-lipid

interaction and hence decreased intra-peptide interaction. This is also the reason

clusters are not formed with MARTINI force field or in pCG POPC bilayers. The

role played by the ester groups (GL1 and GL2) in all three systems (pCG POPS,

pCG POPC, POPSnd) is minimal for SVS-1 peptide. There is also a lag in peptide-

bilayer interaction for pCG POPC system, due to electrostatic repulsion between

lysine residues and positively charged choline beads. In conclusion, our results also

suggest that there is an intricate balance between intra-peptide, peptide-lipid and

lipid-lipid dipole interactions, which our CG model captures.
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Chapter 4: Influence of Monovalent Cation Size on Nanodomain For-

mation in Anionic-Zwitterionic Mixed Bilayers

4.1 Overview

This chapter is based on the author’s publication: Influence of Monovalent

Cation Size on Nanodomain Formation in Anionic-Zwitterionic Mixed Bilayers. Sai

J. Ganesan*, Hongcheng Xu* and Silvina Matysiak. Journal of Physical Chemistry

B, 2016. (* co-author)

Phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidylcholine (PC) are two of the ma-

jor anionic and zwitterionic phospholipids in mammalian cell membranes. Ion-PS

interaction is hypothesized to play a crucial role in a range of biological events

including membrane fusion, lipid phase modulation, membrane protein insertion

and translocation. In this study, we characterize using coarse-grained simulations,

lipid nanodomain formation in PC/PS mixed bilayers. We investigate the effect

of monovalent cation sizes in modulating lipid-ion binding modes and lipid demix-

ing. Our simulations suggest that certain lipid-ion binding modes lead to growth of

ion-mediated PS lipid clusters. The existing literature reveals the polymorphism in
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binding and partitioning patterns in monovalent cations (Na+, K+ and Li+) with

anionic lipids. This chapter provides a microscopic view on the ion size-dependent

PS lipid packing pattern as observed experimentally. A coupled relationship be-

tween lipid curvature and asymmetry is observed in highly demixed PC/PS mixed

bilayers.

4.2 Introduction

Cellular membranes are not homogeneous in nature and are composed of a

multitude of lipids and proteins. Some of the interactions between lipids are more

favorable than others. These interactions give rise to many interesting patterns with

distinct physical and biological properties, producing regions of order and disorder in

cellular membranes [182]. Some regions on the bilayer are thicker, while other regions

are thinner. There are also regions that are more or less crowded than others. Dif-

ferent cells have membranes with unique lipid compositions. The structure of these

membranes is constantly regulated [182]. There is significant evidence that sug-

gests cellular membranes are composed of different fluid-fluid phase-separated lipid

microdomains, which play a role in protein diffusion and functions [183,184]. Ques-

tions regarding membrane organization [185, 186], remodeling, and microdomain

formation [187], are still a subject of discussion and interest in the field.

Lipid phase regulation by cholesterol is well studied both experimentally and

computationally. Cholesterol is known to associate with saturated lipids to form

liquid-ordered (Lo) domains and induce domain formation in lipid mixtures [134,
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188–190]. The nature of phase separation in cholesterol-containing ternary mixtures

is attributed to a tail-induced ordering effect [191]. However, the formation of

domains induced by metal ions is much less explored.

The role of metal ion (M+) binding to biological membranes is of interest as it

affects structure, dynamics, and stability of lipids which in turn affect folding, bind-

ing and insertion of proteins. Ion interaction with phospholipids is driven mainly by

Coulombic forces near the headgroup region and is therefore more pronounced for

anionic lipids [192]. Both the structure and behavior of membranes are dependent

on ion type and strength. Among monovalent metal ions of biological significance

(such as K+, Na+ and Li+), K+ and Na+ are known to produce only minor changes

in bilayer structure, stability and chain packing [44]. In sharp contrast to this, even

at low concentrations, Li+ is known to influence the lipid state of phosphatidylser-

ine (PS) by increasing its melting temperature, thus inducing the transition from

a liquid-disordered state to a gel state [44, 45, 47]. Li+, similar to divalent cations

Mg2+ and Ca2+, is known to form dehydrated ion-PS complexes [48]. An infrared

study by Hauser’s group suggests that Li+ binds to the phosphate and carboxylate

groups of DMPS lipid (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine), resulting in

both lipid headgroup dehydration and ordered packing; while Ca2+ binds deeper into

the phosphate and ester region [47]. The similarity between Li+ and Ca2+, and their

distinction from other monovalent ions has been hypothesized to be a result of bind-

ing modes [193]. From the interpretation of deuterium NMR studies, divalent cations

Ca2+ and Mg2+ were hypothesized to be more deeply buried in POPS (1-palmitoyl-

2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine) membranes than monovalent ions K+ and
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Na+, whereas Li+ was hypothesized to be an intermediate between the two [193].

A recent study using SANS, SAXS and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with

CHARMM and GROMOS force fields from Tieleman’s group found Na+ ions to

interact most strongly with the carboxylic oxygen of the serine group, followed

by the phosphate oxygen, with very minimal interaction to ester groups in POPS

bilayers [125]. However, there exists some discrepancy in Na+-PS and K+-PS inter-

actions based on MD force fields. For example, a study using GROMOS force field

and mixed bilayers of POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and

POPS lipids found both K+ and Na+ to interact with carbonyl ester groups of POPS

lipids, with an increased affinity for Na+ [50]. Another study using DMPS lipids and

GROMOS87 force field found Na+ to bind to serine carboxyl and phosphate groups

as opposed to ester carbonyl groups [51]. Another study using AMBER forcefield for

DOPC lipids [52] and a set of specialized parameters for Na+ and K+ [53], found the

ions to interact preferentially with the phosphate region [54]. These discrepancies

are well known in the community, and is one of the aims of the open science col-

laboration project, the NMRlipids project [194]. Although there exists a difference

in ion-lipid binding modes for different monovalent ions of varying sizes, but the

question remains how ion binding modes affect structural, mechanical and dynamic

properties of lipid membranes.

Atomistic polarizable lipid forcefileds are also being developed to better char-

acterize electrostatic interactions. From simulations with aqueous ions in polarizable

forcefields, the polarization increases the surface affinity of halide anions [195,196].

Also, the aqueous ion simulations with polarizable forcefields capture the thermody-
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namics of ion solvation differently from nonpolarizable forcefields [197]. The conven-

tional forcefields without polarization fix the atomic partial charges, which means

the parameters must be used in a similar environment as they were parameterized.

Therefore, nonpolarizable parameters suitable for bulk water may not be transfer-

able for other environments. In contrast, polarizable forcefields are more transferable

as they capture the induced polarization in the molecule [198]. The role of polar-

ization has been shown to be critical in ion channel studies [199–201], and atomistic

polarizable forcefields also improve DPPC bilayer and monolayer properties [202].

A lipid bilayer exhibits a highly heterogeneous environment, which makes mi-

croscopic experimental studies of lipid-ion interactions challenging. On the other

hand, molecular simulations can provide a mechanistic view of macroscopic experi-

mental observables. There are multiple coarse-grained (CG) models that have shed

light on membrane molecular processes including cholesterol- or tail-induced phase

separation in lipid mixtures [1,135–139,190]. To our knowledge most CG simulations

on lipid domain formation in mixtures are due to tail ordering, and there are also

other studies on the effect of pH on lipid charge, shape and interactions [203, 204].

Previous studies have observed an intrinsic tendency for POPC/POPS lipid mix-

tures to demix in its fluid state [205,206]. A Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation based on

a two dimensional triangular binary lipid lattice model, with a non-electrostatic ex-

cess mixing energy was used to show the formation of PC-PS domains as a function

of mixing energy [207]. This MC study did not have ions or electrostatic interac-

tions in the system. Our study is one of the first to characterize domain formation

in lipid mixtures, driven by headgroup interactions with explicit solvent and ions.
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Interactions of cations with membranes are relevant due to the prevalence of ions

in a biological environment. Phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidylcholine (PC)

are among the major anionic and zwitterionic phospholipids of neural tissues [208].

Therefore, understanding the size effect of monovalent cations in modulating struc-

tural and dynamic properties of PC-PS mixtures could provide valuable information

regarding many biological processes.

In this chapter, we adopted the Water Explicit Polarizable Membrane Model

(WEPMEM) [209] as described in Chapter 3 to characterize the effect of monovalent

ion size on 1:1 POPC-POPS lipid mixtures. WEPMEM has roots in the MARTINI

force field, and is combined with Yesylevskyy’s polarizable water model [90]. In

WEPMEM, structural polarization is added to certain polar groups in order to cap-

ture potential head group dipole interactions in lipid bilayers (See Figure 3.1). In

each polar CG bead, a flexible dipole is used to characterize the underlying changes

in dipole orientation present in the lipid head group region. The dipole is made

flexible by adding angular constraints between bonds of oppositely charged dummy

or dipolar particles, which are attached to the center of mass site. Dipolar parti-

cles interact with other beads through electrostatic interactions or the Coulombic

potential, which allows our model to exhibit induced polarizability. We currently

have modeled parameters for POPC and POPS. All beads in WEPMEM have the

same size of 4.7Å (1.0σ), and the ions are modeled as hydrated ions. With the

decrease in ion size, the number of hydrated water molecules near ions change as

well [210]. From literature, the radius the first hydration shell for Li+ is 3.1Å, for

Na+ is 3.5Å and for K+ 3.7Å [210]. Therefore, we can model different monovalent
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cation types by decreasing the size of the CG ion bead. With this study, we aim to

predict the behavior of adding salt, with monovalent cations of different sizes, on

1:1 POPC/POPS mixed lipid bilayers. We also investigate if there is a particular

ion size range at which the ion-mediated, headgroup-driven lipid demixing exhibits

phase coarsening. This study, to our knowledge is the first CG MD study to describe

ion-mediated, lipid headgroup-driven nanodomain formation in POPC-POPS lipid

mixtures.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 System Setup and Analysis

Bilayer systems are built with our new model WEPMEM, which was described

in the Methods section in Chapter 3. To study the effect of M+ (monovalent cation)

sizes, bilayers with a total of 240 POPC and POPS lipids with a ratio of 1:1 were

constructed. The initial bilayer is symmetric, with equal number and composition

of lipids randomly distributed on each leaflet. Four distinct M+ sizes were explored

in this study, starting from 1.0σ, which is the size of all beads used in the model, to

0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ. All ions in WEPMEM were modeled as hydrated ions. With the

decrease in monovalent cation size from K+ to Li+, there is a corresponding decrease

in the hydration shell radius [210]. Consequently, we can model the decrease in the

monovalent cation hydration shell radius by decreasing the size of CG cation beads

in our model. All ions were placed in the solvent at time 0ns. A salt concentration

of 0.4M in the aqueous environment was used consistently throughout this study
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Table 4.1: Details of system setup.

Box size at t=0ns Lipids Water M+ X−

18nm x 18nm x 11nm 960 15088 950 470

9nm x 9nm x 11nm 240 4127 240 120

unless stated otherwise. Simulation data for 500ns in NPT ensemble was collected

and the last 100ns data was analyzed unless stated otherwise. A corresponding

amount of anions (X−) with the size of 1.0σ was consistently used throughout the

study. To evaluate the effect of ion concentration, 0M (only counterions) and 0.2M

concentrations was used with monovalent cation (M+) size 0.8σ. Although the

concentration of 0.4M is very high and not comparable to physiological conditions,

we are interested in understanding changes in ion binding modes, which should not

be affected by the concentration used in the study. Details on system size, number

of positive and negative ions, water, and lipid molecules are listed in Table 4.1.

To account for finite size effects, we simulated a randomly constructed 960-

lipid symmetric bilayer with 1:1 ratio of POPC and POPS lipids, with all the ions

in solvent at time 0ns. Two different ion sizes, 1.0σ and 0.8σ were explored for this

system. 1µs simulation data was collected in NPT ensemble. To account for time

scale effects, we simulated a phase-separated 960-lipid symmetric bilayer with 1:1

ratio of POPC and POPS lipids. All ions are in solvent at time 0ns. Four different

cation sizes, 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ were explored with this pre-phase separated

bilayer system. 1-2µs simulation data was collected in the NPT ensemble after 100ns
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of NPT equilibration by position restraining the lipids. For details on simulation

and force field parameters, please refer to the Methods section in Chapter 3.

To characterize ion-mediated anionic lipid clusters, we used two different clus-

tering methods. The first method is based on ion-lipid interaction cutoff distances.

Neighboring anionic lipids that are connected via a cation (ION), within either a

cutoff distance between (a) phosphate bead (PO4)-ION of 5.5Å or (b) negative

dummy particle of serine bead (CNM)-ION of 2.0Å, were classified as a cluster.

These cutoff distances are obtained from PO4-ION and CNM-ION RDF (radial dis-

tribution function) peaks for 0.8σ M+. The number of lipids in the largest cluster

formed in each frame is used to quantify the growth of cluster over time. Connected-

components labeling analysis was performed using NetworkX 1.11 module in Python

2.7 to classify all connected lipids as clusters [152]. The second clustering method

is based on lipid adjacency in the bilayer 2D Voronoi diagram. We firstly mapped

the positions of all the lipids (including zwitterionic and anionic lipids) to a Voronoi

diagram. If one or more anionic lipids are fully surrounded by other anionic lipids,

then the surrounded lipid and all the neighboring lipids are defined as connected.

Once the connections in all anionic lipids were defined, we then used the connected-

components labeling analysis, as described above to classify the connected anionic

lipids as clusters.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a-d) Cluster time evolution of POPS lipid clusters with 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ

ions respectively. Data obtained from the clustering method based on ion-lipid

interaction cutoff distances.

4.4 Results and Discussions

4.4.1 Effect of Monovalent Ion Size on PC-PS Mixtures

4.4.1.1 Lipid Cluster Formation

Figure 4.1 shows the time evolutions of the largest POPS cluster size for sys-

tems with 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ M+ ions respectively, using the clustering

method based on ion-lipid cutoff distances. When we compare Figures 4.1b and
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Figure 4.2: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a-d) Cluster time evolution of POPS lipid clusters with 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ

cations respectively. Data obtained from clustering method based on bilayer 2D

Voronoi diagrams.

4.1c to other subfigures (Figures 4.1a and 4.1d), an increase in POPS largest POPS

cluster size is observed for systems with both 0.9σ M+ ions and 0.8σ M+ ions, which

suggests the growth of anionic lipid clusters with both ion sizes. On the other hand,

the sizes of the largest POPS cluster with 1.0σ M+ and 0.7σ M+ ions do not grow

significantly with time (see Figures 4.1a and 4.1d). By comparing these cluster size

time evolutions for different systems, it is clear that with ion sizes 0.9σ and 0.8σ

(Figures 4.1b and 4.1c), the lipid cluster sizes are larger than those with ion size
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Figure 4.3: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a-d) Representative snapshots (with eight additional replicas) of the most populated

cluster for bilayer 1.0σ (9 lipids) , 0.9σ (22 lipids), 0.8σ (56 lipids) and 0.7σ (8 lipids)

ions respectively. Blue lipids represent POPC and red, POPS. Ions within 5.5Å of

POPS and POPC phosphate groups and 2.0Å of POPS serine groups are shown in

yellow. Periodic boundaries in the simulation box are shown in white lines. The

middle box with white solid lines is the primary cell in the simulation box.

1.0σ and 0.7σ, which stays under 20 lipids for most of the time. In Figures 4.1b

and 4.1c, there are more fluctuations in the largest cluster size, in comparison to
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Figures 4.1a and 4.1d. This is because, when larger ion-lipid clusters are observed,

the diffusion of ions on the bilayer contribute to frequent clusters breaking and re-

forming due to realignment of ion-lipid interactions. Similar trends in cluster sizes

are observed when we characterize cluster sizes using the clustering method based

on bilayer 2D Voronoi diagrams (Figure 4.2). Since the total number of POPS lipids

in each leaflet is 60, almost all POPS lipids are bound via cations by 200ns in the

system with 0.8σ M+. The effect of cation size in lipid demixing is more obvious

by comparing representative snapshots of the most populated cluster for these four

distinct systems (see Figure 4.3). The blue and red beads represented in Figure

4.3 are POPC and POPS lipids, respectively. M+ ions within 5.5 Å of phosphate

groups and 2.0 Å of serine groups are represented in yellow. This coloring scheme is

consistent throughout the article. Visually, Figures 4.3a (1.0σ M+) and 4.3d (0.7σ

M+) show much smaller ion-mediated clusters of POPS, in comparison to Figures

4.3b (0.9σ M+) and 4.3c (0.8σ M+), with the largest POPS clusters seen with 0.8σ

M+ ions. The representative snapshot of the system with 1.0σ M+ ions shows the

most populated cluster size of 9 lipids, with 0.9σ M+ ions, 22 lipids, with 0.8σ M+

ions, 56 lipids and with 0.7σ M+ ions, 8 lipids.

To characterize the role of 0.8σ M+ ion concentration on lipid domain forma-

tion, we simulated 240 lipid bilayer systems with 0M (with counterions present) and

0.2M ions. Figure 4.4 compares the histogram of lipid clusters and time evolution

of the largest PS cluster for 0.4M (Figures 4.4a and 4.4d), 0.2M (Figures 4.4b and

4.4e) and 0M (Figures 4.4c and 4.4f). With the increase in ion concentration, there

is a corresponding increase in cluster growth (Figures 4.4f to 4.4d). In systems with
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Figure 4.4: Effect of 0.8σ M+ ion concentration on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid

bilayer. (a-c) Distribution of POPS lipid cluster size at ion concentrations of 0.4M,

0.2M and 0M (with counter-ions) respectively. (d-f) Cluster time evolution at ion

concentrations of 0.4M, 0.2M and 0M (with counter-ions) systems respectively. Data

obtained from clustering method based on ion-lipid cutoff distances.

0M and 0.2M 0.8σ M+, all cations present in the system are bound to lipids. Figures

4.5a-c represent snapshots of the most populated ion-POPS cluster size, which is 20

lipid cluster of 0M (Figure 4.5a), 23 lipid cluster for 0.2M (Figure 4.5b) and 56 lipid

cluster for 0.4M(Figure 4.5c). Therefore, there is a concentration effect observed at

0.8σ M+, and the observed changes in physicochemical properties of the lipid bi-

layer is dependent on the ion concentration. To summarize, stronger lipid demixing

is observed as the cation concentration is increased.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of 0.8σ M+ ion concentration on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid

bilayer. (a-c) Representative snapshot of lipid bilayer with 0.0M(with counter-ions),

0.2M and 0.4M respectively. Blue lipids represent POPC and red, POPS. Periodic

boundaries in the simulation box are shown in white lines. The middle box with

white solid lines is the primary cell in the simulation box.

Ion-lipid coordination in general is known to be correlated with ion-induced

lipid dehydration [211]. More specifically, ions that are known to induce domain

formation in PS mixtures, like calcium, exhibit a more significant dehydration effect

displacing water bound to lipids [49, 124, 212, 213]. To see if we observe a similar

water displacement effect, we evaluated water hydration curves for POPC and POPS

lipids in all four systems (Figure 4.6). The water hydration curves are obtained by

integrating the RDF between the lipid phosphate group and water beads. The

displacement effect for POPS induced by ions is more significant than that for

POPC in all four systems. This suggests that more ions bind to anionic POPS

lipids and lead to the displacement of water molecules. The difference in water

hydration curves between POPC and POPS is the most significant for bilayers with
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Figure 4.6: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a-d) Water displacement curves for POPC (gray) and POPS (black), for systems

with 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ cations respectively.

0.8σ M+ ions (see Figure 4.6c). That is, there are both (a) less number of water

molecules around POPS lipids and (b) greater difference in water displacement

between POPC and POPS lipids with 0.8σ M+ ion size. Li+, like Ca2+, is also

known to form dehydrated cation-PS complexes [44, 45, 47, 48]. Therefore, we can

hypothesize that small monovalent cations, like Li+ ions, could lead to dehydrated

PS domain formation in PC-PS mixtures.
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Figure 4.7: (a-b) Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid

bilayer. POPS cluster size distributions at different time intervals for system with (a)

1.0σ and (b) 0.8σ ions. Data obtained from clustering method based on bilayer 2D

Voronoi diagrams. (c-d) Representative snapshots (with eight additional replicas)

of a bilayer with 1.0σ (c) and 0.8σ (d) ions. Blue lipids represent POPC and red,

POPS. Ions within 5.5Å of POPS and POPC phosphate groups and 2.0Å of POPS

serine groups are shown in yellow. Periodic boundaries in the simulation box are

shown in white lines. The middle box with white solid lines is the primary cell in

the simulation box.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a) Cluster time evolution of POPS lipid clusters with 1.0σ M+ (blue curve) and

0.8σ M+ (red curve) cations respectively. Data obtained from clustering method

based on ion-lipid cutoff distances. (b) Time evolution of adjacency ratio between

PS and PC around PS lipids with 1.0σ (blue curve) and 0.8σ M+ ions (red curve).
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4.4.1.2 Lipid Nanodomain Formation at 0.8σ M+

In Figure 4.1, the maximum POPS cluster size of 60 lipids (60 POPS lipids

per leaflet in a 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS system) is reached within the first 200-

250ns, which suggests a possible finite size effect. To fully explore length- and time

scale effects we used a 960-lipid bilayer with (a) 0.8σ M+ ions, to explore growth

of lipid clusters and (b) 1.0σ M+ ions as control. The simulation time is 1µs and

an ion concentration consistent with our prior simulations is used. Figures 4.7a

and 4.7b show the distributions of POPS cluster sizes at different time intervals

for systems with 1.0σ and 0.8σ M+ ions respectively, using the clustering method

based on bilayer 2D Voronoi diagrams. The cluster size distributions at multiple

time intervals overlap for the system with 1.0σ M+ ions (see Figure 4.7a). On

the other hand, in the system with 0.8σ M+ ions (Figure 4.7b), there is a shift

in cluster size distribution towards larger clusters over time. These results can

be reconciled with the largest ion-mediated cluster size time evolution in Figure

4.8a with the ion-distance cutoff method. The size of the largest POPS Voronoi

cluster with 1.0σ M+ ions remains around 10-30 lipids (blue curve) throughout the

trajectory, whereas for the system with 0.8σ M+, the largest cluster grows from 20

to about 150 lipids (red curve). By 1µs, around 100 lipids are part of the growing

cluster, which is the scale of a nanodomain due to its size. It is worth mentioning

that the largest 1.0σ M+ ion-mediated POPS cluster size with both 240- and 960-

lipid bilayer is around 10-30 lipids, therefore the absence of lipid cluster growth

with 1.0σ M+ is not due to a finite size effect. We also measured the PS-PS lipid
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adjacency ratio, which is the fraction of POPS Voronoi neighbors to POPS lipids

(Figure 4.8b) [185] . The higher the ratio, the more PS lipids are adjacent to

other PS lipids. The PS-PS lipid neighboring fraction values are normalized to the

composition of PS lipid in the leaflet to highlight the relative enrichment/depletion

of PS-PS neighbors. Randomly distributed lipids are expected to have a neighboring

fraction value of 1.0. The system with 0.8σ M+ (red curve) ions has a higher fraction

of PS neighbors (around 1.4 times increased adjacency fraction) than that with 1.0σ

M+ (blue curve) (around 1.2 times increased adjacency fraction), which is indicative

of a more pronounced PS lipid clustering. Therefore, although ion-mediated PS lipid

clusters are observed in both cases, the system with 0.8σ M+ ions (a) induces more

PS lipid aggregation and (b) induces PS clusters that grow with time (red curve

in Figure 4.8a). Representative snapshots of the most populated ion-POPS cluster,

with 1.0σ M+ (16 lipids) and 0.8σ M+ (74 lipids) are depicted in Figures 4.7c-d,

respectively. In both 0.8σ M+ systems, the clusters at distinct times are larger than

half the size of the box, thus suggesting still the presence finite size effects.

To account for any time scale effects, we simulated a phase-separated PC-PS

system with 1.0σ M+, 0.9σ M+, 0.8σ M+, and 0.7σ M+ ions, all in water at time

t=0ns. Figure 4.9 depicts the POPS lipid adjacency fraction of systems with 1.0σ

M+, 0.9σ M+, 0.8σ M+, and 0.7σ M+ ions respectively. Since the system is pre-

assembled as a phase-separated bilayer at time 0ns, the PS-PS adjacency fraction

value is as high as 1.8. However, for both systems with 0.7σ M+ (Figures 4.9d)

and 1.0σ M+ ions (Figure 4.9a), the average fraction value decreases to around 1.2

within 2µs and 1 µs respectively. This is in agreement with the PS neighboring
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Figure 4.9: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS phase-

separated lipid bilayer. Time evolution of adjacency ratio between PS and PC

around PS lipids with (a) 1.0σ M+, (b) 0.9σ M+, (c) 0.8σ M+ and (d) 0.7σ M+ ions.

fraction value observed in the bilayer with the 1.0σ M+, starting from a random

lipid distribution. For systems with both 0.9σ M+ (Figure 4.9b) and 0.8σ M+

ions (Figure 4.9c), the drop in PS neighboring fraction value is slower, achieving

a value around 1.4 and 1.5, respectively by the end of 2µs, suggesting a more PS-

aggregated system. This is also in agreement with the results obtained starting

from a random distribution of lipids. Figure 4.10 represents the Voronoi cluster

size distributions for the above four systems at different time intervals. The POPS

cluster size distribution shifts from larger cluster sizes to smaller ones, with largest
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Figure 4.10: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on phase-separated 960 lipid 1:1

POPC/POPS lipid bilayer. (a-d) Cluster size distribution of POPS lipids at differ-

ent time periods for systems with ion sizes of 1.0σ , 0.9σ , 0.8σ and 0.7σ respectively.

Data obtained from clustering method based on bilayer 2D Voronoi diagrams.

cluster sizes seen in system with 0.8σ M+ ions after 2µs (Figure 4.10c). Figure 4.10

represents the time evolution of the largest Voronoi lipid cluster size. From Figure

4.11, it is evident that for bilayer systems with 0.9 M+ and 0.8 M+ ions (Figures

4.11b and 4.11c), the process is slower than that of 1.0 M+ and 0.7 M+ ions (Figures

4.11a and 4.11d).
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Figure 4.11: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on phase-separated 960 lipid 1:1

POPC/POPS lipid bilayer. (a-d) Time evolution of largest cluster size of POPS

lipids for systems with cation sizes of 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ and 0.7σ respectively. Data

obtained from clustering method based on ion-lipid cutoff distances.

4.4.2 Effect of Monovalent Ion Size on Bilayer Properties

There is a clear distinction between the effects of 1.0σ M+ and 0.8σ M+ ions

on nanodomain formation in PC/PS mixtures. The above results raise the following

question, how does the ion-mediated lipid domain formation affect bilayer proper-

ties? To address this question, we investigated a number of physical properties of

the two systems with 0.8σ M+ and 1.0σ M+ ions. Figure 4.12 represents lateral
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Figure 4.12: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a-b) Representative lateral snapshot of lipid bilayers with 1.0σ and 0.8σ ions re-

spectively at 1µs. Blue lipids represent POPC red, POPS. Ions within 5.5 Å of

POPS and POPC phosphate groups and 2.0 Å of POPS serine groups are shown in

yellow. The simulation box is denoted by dotted green lines.

snapshots of the 960-lipid bilayer, at 1µs with 1.0σ M+ (Figure 4.12a) and 0.8σ M+

(Figure 4.12b) ions. We can visually distinguish three features from these images,

(a) bilayer curvature: bilayer with 0.8σ M+ cation-mediated POPS nanodomains
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Figure 4.13: Effect of 0.4M 0.8σ and 1.0σ M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS

lipid bilayer. (a and c) Voronoi diagram of upper and lower lipid leaflets with 0.8σ

M+ ions. (c-d) Voronoi diagram of upper and lower lipid leaflets with 1.0σ M+ ions.

Each cell represents a lipid, the centroid of the cell is colored red for POPS and blue

for POPC. The color bar denotes vertical distance in of z position of the respective

lipid PO4 to the center of mass of leaflet PO4 in Å.

(Figure 4.12b) has a significant curvature, which is visually absent in the system

with 1.0σ M+ (Figure 4.12a) ions. It is also interesting to note that POPS domains

(red lipids) in Figure 4.12b tend to have negative curvature, while POPC domains

are more likely to have positive curvature; (b) bilayer asymmetry : Figure 4.12b
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Figure 4.14: Effect of 0.4M M+ ion size on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer.

(a) Density distribution of different groups with (a) 0.8σ M+ and (b) 1.0σ M+ ions.

Colors: phosphate beads in black, M+ in green, serine in red, and choline in blue.

shows compositional asymmetry between red POPS lipid domains and blue POPC

lipid domains, and this preference is not prominent in the system with 1σ M+ ion

(Figure 4.12a); (c) Ion distribution: cations are found to have a preference for POPS

(red lipids) over POPC (blue lipids) in Figure 4.12b, which is not prominent in Fig-

ure 4.12a. There are on average 587.6 ions in the PS region, in the last 500ns in

comparison to 153.8 ions in the PC region for the system with 0.8σ M+ ion. On

the other hand, there are 349.8 ions in the PS region and 261.0 in PC for 1.0σ M+

respectively. Figure 4.13 represents a more quantitative picture of the relationship

between lipid compositional asymmetry and bilayer curvature in systems with 0.8σ

M+ ions (top and bottom leaflets in Figures 4.13a and 4.13c respectively) and 1.0σ

M+ ions (top and bottom leaflets in Figures 4.13b and 4.13d respectively). Each

Voronoi cell in Figure 4.13 represents a lipid. The centroid of the cell is red if it is
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occupied by POPS lipids and blue if it is occupied by POPC lipids. To measure the

bilayer curvature, we defined the average z position (or height) of phosphate groups

(PO4) for each leaflet. Then we calculated δz for each phosphate bead relative to

the average position of phosphate beads in the same leaflet. The δz value in Å

is represented in the color bar. Positive δz values (warm colors) denote outward

projections of each lipid from the bilayer, and negative values (cool colors) denote

inward projection. From Figures 4.13a and 4.13c, it is clear that regions with nega-

tive δz values or curvature are usually occupied by POPS lipids (blue Voronoi cells

with red centroids), and positive curvature, by POPC lipids (warm colored Voronoi

cells with blue centroids). The planar distributions of POPC and POPS lipids on

both leaflets are also intriguing. The regions occupied by POPS lipids in the top

leaflet (60-120 Å in x and 100-140 Å in y) are occupied by mostly POPC lipids in

the bottom leaflet. To the contrary, for the system with 1.0σ M+ ions, there is nei-

ther a significant change in curvature nor a corresponding effect on compositional

asymmetry. We then calculated Pearson correlation coefficients for lipids in one

leaflet with lipids in the other lipids for both systems. In the system with 0.8σ M+

ions, POPS lipid distributions on the upper and lower leaflets are negatively corre-

lated (r=-0.4555 ± 0.0735), which suggests that PS domains on the bilayer adopt

an asymmetric distribution across the leaflets. However, for the system with 1.0σ

M+ ions, POPS lipids on either leaflets are not significantly correlated (r=-0.06186

± 0.19198). The above results can also be reconciled with the density distributions

of different lipid headgroups for systems with 0.8σ M+ ions (Figure 4.14a) and 1.0σ

M+ ions (Figure 4.14b). The broader peaks of the phosphate group distribution with
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0.8σ M+ ions (black curve in Figure 4.14a) is indicative of bilayer curvature, whereas

high and sharp peaks of the phosphate group distribution with 1.0σ M+ ions (black

curve in Figure 4.14b) is typical for bilayers with no curvature. The vertical shift

from the distribution of red (serine or CNO) and blue peaks (choline or NC3) in

Figure 4.14a, which is absent in Figure 4.14b, suggests negative curvature for POPS

domains. The serine peaks are shifted towards the center of the bilayer (located at

5-6nm in x axis), and choline peaks are shifted towards the water-bilayer interface.

This distinction is not observed in the system with 1.0σ M+ ions in Figure 4.14b.

The position of monovalent cations (green curves) in Figure 4.14a is also shifted to

the center of the bilayer and partially overlaps with the serine group distribution.

This suggests that more 0.8σ M+ ions preferentially partition into POPS regions

over POPC regions.

Figure 4.15 quantifies area per lipid of POPC and POPS lipids in systems

with 0.8σ M+ (Figures 4.15a and 4.15c) and 1.0σ M+ (Figures 4.15b and 4.15)

ions. Each Voronoi cell in Figure 4.15 represents a lipid. The centroid of the cell

is red if it is occupied by a POPS lipid and blue, if it is occupied by a POPC

lipid; and the color on the grid is a measure of the area of the Voronoi cell or

the lipid. From Figures 4.15a and 4.15c, the regions with POPS lipids are more

condensed with lower area per lipid (APL) than regions with POPC lipids. This

distinction is absent in the system with 1.0σ M+ ions or Figures 4.15b and 4.15d.

The cations exhibit higher affinity to negatively-charged POPS lipids. On binding

to the lipid, the cations decrease the electrostatic repulsion of negatively-charged PS

headgroups, causing a decrease of the APL in the PS domain. The low APL induced
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Figure 4.15: Effect of 0.4M 0.8σ and 1.0σ M+ on 960 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid

bilayer. (a and c) Voronoi diagram of upper and lower lipid leaflets with 0.8σ M+

ions. (b and d) Voronoi diagram of upper and lower lipid leaflets with 1.0σ M+ ions.

Each cell represents a lipid, the centroid of the cell is colored red for POPS and blue

for POPC. The color bar denotes area per lipid or area per each Voronoi cell in Å2.

by ion condensation effects, in the POPS region, leads to a spontaneous negative

curvature. Since this effect is not present in POPC regions, the POPC regions are

forced to adopt a positive curvature to stabilize the bilayer structure (see Figure

4.13c). Cationic antimicrobial peptides are also known to induce negative curvature

in anionic membranes due to a similar electrostatic effect [214]. Figure 4.16 shows a

typical ion-PS complex with 0.8σ M+ ions, the headgroups are more condensed and
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Figure 4.16: A typical ion-lipid complex with 4 POPS lipids. Colors: ions in yellow,

alkyl tails in cyan, ester groups in magenta, phosphate in tan, positive and negative

serine dummies in blue and red respectively. All electrostatic interactions between

positive and negative particles, less than 5 Å are highlighted in white.

the tails are more tilted from the normal direction in the bilayer. The ion-POPS

complex adopts a cone-like shape, with larger area occupied by tails and smaller

area by lipid headgroups, hence facilitating the negative curvature in POPS regions.

Figure 4.17 is a schematic image illustrating the necessity of adopting opposite
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Figure 4.17: Schematic lipid bilayer cartoon with lipids of the same tail length

organized as two leaflets. (a) Both leaflets with negative curvature and (b) upper

leaflet with negative curvature and lower leaflet with positive curvature. Lipids with

red headgroups represent POPS and black, POPC.

curvature on both leaflets. Compositional symmetry with POPS regions exhibiting

negative curvature on both leaflets is not possible as it leads to the formation of

voids in the bilayer center (Figure 4.17a).

The correlation between lipid compositional asymmetry and bilayer curvature

has been observed in MD simulation studies using ternary mixtures of saturated

lipids, unsaturated lipids, and cholesterol [190,215]. However, this paper is the first

study to capture properties typical to phase separation processes, driven by ion-

lipid headgroup interactions. Recent studies on POPC bilayers show that changes

in curvature and lateral pressure profiles induced by membrane potential [216] can

be explained by flexoelectricity [217]. Therefore, we hypothesize that monovalent

cations of certain sizes have the ability to induce changes in bilayer electric potential
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that contributes to the curvature in cellular membranes.

The difference in the APL between the PS and PC regions is critical for bilayer

curvature and lipid compositional asymmetry. The average APL for systems with

different ion sizes is correlated with cluster growth and domain formation (Figures

4.1 and 4.3). The area per lipid decreases from systems with 1.0σ M+ (60.51 ±

0.04Å 2) to 0.9σ M+ (58.89 ± 0.05Å 2) to 0.8σ M+ (57.57 ± 0.05Å 2) and then

increases for 0.7σ M+ (59.17 ± 0.05Å 2) ions, consistent with the increase in the

largest ion-mediated clusters size from 1.0σ M+ to 0.8σ M+ and the drop at 0.7σ

M+ ions. Therefore, we conclude that the ion condensation effect, as implied by the

decrease in APL, leads to an increase in cluster growth and domain formation. An

MD study on the effect of monovalent cations on DPPS, shows comparable trend

of decrease in APL along with the decrease in ion size, from Na+ (54.00 ± 0.01Å

2), to Li+ (51.0 ± 0.06Å 2) [218]. The same study also suggests that the presence

of Li+ increases the ion-mediated lipid-lipid interactions while reducing the direct

interactions between lipids.

There is clearly a range of monovalent ion size that induces the growth of

ion-mediated POPS clusters. These clusters have a characteristic decrease in the

APL indicating a condensation effect. However, the question remains why only M+

ions with sizes 0.8σ and 0.9σ exhibit lipid domain formation, and what is special

about the M+ ion size range which is capable of inducing domain formation. To

answer this question, we investigated the lipid pairwise interaction energies and ion

coordination number near lipid headgroups. Figures 4.18a and 4.18b represent the

number of ions around phosphate (PO4) and serine (CNO) groups of POPS lipids in
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Figure 4.18: Effect of 0.4M ions on 240 lipid 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer. Number

of bound ions with different sizes near (a) phosphate and (b) serine of POPS lipids.

(c) Free energy of partition from water to bilayer for different ion radii. (d) Total

pairwise energy of ion-POPS lipid headgroups, including serine (CNO), phosphate

(PO4) and the two esters (GL1 and GL2). (a-b, d) Colors: 0.7σ M+ in magenta,

0.8σ M+ in green, 0.9σ M+ in red and 1.0σ M+ in blue.

different systems. Figures 4.18a and 4.18b show that 0.7σ M+ ions are located closer

to POPS phosphate and serine groups (magenta curves), while the total number of

0.8σ M+ ions is higher near these groups (green curves). Consequently, there is a

higher probability of finding a 0.8σ M+ ion near either of the two POPS headgroups

in comparison to any other ion. At 0.8σ M+, the ions favorably interact with both
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Figure 4.19: Dipole orientations of polarizable serine POPS headgroups (red vectors)

observed in systems with ion size (a) 1.0σ M+, (b) 0.9σ M+, (c) 0.8σ M+, and (d),

0.7σ M+. Each transparent gray sphere represents the serine bead from the POPS

lipid.

phosphate and serine groups, allowing for more combinations of ions bridging lipids

to form larger clusters. On comparing the red and magenta curves in Figures 4.18a

and 4.18b, there are more 0.9σ M+ ions near phosphate groups of POPS (red curves)

than 0.7σ M+ ions, but the trend is reversed for ions near the serine group of POPS.
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Figure 4.18c is a plot of the partition free energy (∆Gpartition) from water to bilayer

for ions with different sizes (for a description of the method see refer to ref [209]).

It is clear from this plot that the ∆Gpartition is the lowest for 0.8σ M+ ions, which

means more ions are able to partition into the bilayer. This is consistent with Figures

4.18a and 4.18b, in which more 0.8σ M+ ions are found near phosphate and serine

groups of POPS lipids (green curves). ∆Gpartition for 1.0σ M+ ions is the highest,

and it is also consistent with Figures 4.18a and 4.18b (blue curves). 1.0σ M+ ions

are the furthest from lipids and occupy the fewest sites near POPS. Figure 4.18d

shows the pairwise energies between cations with different sizes and headgroups.

As expected, with the decrease in ion radius, the interaction energies decrease from

1.0σ M+ (blue curve) to 0.7σ M+(magenta curve). It is interesting to note that

the ion-phosphate and ion-serine interactions dominate over ion-ester interactions.

This suggests that in our model, the cations are not buried into the ester region,

which is consistent with some all-atom simulation studies on monovalent ions like

Na+ and K+ [51,125], but inconsistent with some other all-atom studies [50]. There

is also a difference in the ratio of contribution from ion-phosphate interaction and

ion-serine interaction. For 1.0σ M+ (blue curve) and 0.9σ M+ (red curve), the

ion-phosphate interaction dominates, for 0.8σ M+ (green curve), the contributions

from phosphate and serine interactions are almost equal, and for 0.7σ M+ (magenta

curve), the ion-serine interaction dominates. Domain formation is not observed with

1.0σ M+ because less ions partition into the bilayer and interact less strongly with

lipid headgroups. Although ∆Gpartition of 0.9σ and 0.7σ M+ ions are almost the

same, there are larger clusters formed with 0.9σ M+ ions than with 0.7σ M+ ions.
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This is because of different binding modes in these two systems. For 0.9σ M+ ions,

ion-phosphate interaction dominates, whereas for 0.7σ M+ ion-serine interaction

dominates. This suggests that the dominance of ion-phosphate binding is crucial

in inducing ion-mediated cluster growth and hence domain formation in anionic-

zwitterionic mixtures. This result is also consistent with Figures 4.18a and 4.18b,

where more 0.9σ M+ ions (red curves) are near phosphate groups and more 0.7σ

M+ ions (magenta curve) are near serine groups. For 0.8σ M+ ions, the ∆Gpartition

is the lowest and contributions from both ion-phosphate and ion-serine are almost

equal. Therefore, there are sufficient ions to bridge multiple lipids through both

ion-phosphate and ion-serine interactions. The above observations can be reconciled

with Figure 4.19, the dipole alignments between neighboring serine beads of POPS

lipids are depicted in a typical POPS cluster with M+ ion sizes of 1.0σ, 0.9σ, 0.8σ,

and 0.7σ respectively. Ion binding modes can also be correlated with serine dipole-

dipole alignments. For example, the serine dipole-dipole alignment, as indicated

by the red arrows, is more significant in Figures 4.19a and 4.19b, since both 1.0σ

M+ and 0.9σ M+ ions prefer to bind to phosphate groups, thus the serine groups

are free to interact and align with one another through dipole-dipole interactions,

inducing linear PS lipid aggregates. On the contrary, in systems with both 0.8σ

M+ and 0.7σ M+ ions, the ions bind to both phosphate and serine groups, and

limit the dipole-dipole alignments between the serine beads. The ions also induce a

globular aggregate of PS lipids (Figures 4.19c and 4.19d) since the ion-lipid binding

is unbiased in all directions. The transition from linear dipole-dipole alignments to

globular lipid aggregates is evident from the increasing fraction of PS-PS neighbors
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(Figure 4.8b), as linear dipole-dipole alignment of PS lipids usually induce a lower

PS-PS adjacency fraction value compared to the globular aggregates of POPS lipids.

To summarize, there are two contributing factors in driving monovalent cation-

mediated domain formation in zwitterionic-anionic mixtures, they are (a) ∆Gpartition:

the lower the partition free energy, the more ions partition into the bilayer and par-

ticipate in lipid cluster growth; (b) binding modes: ion-phosphate interaction is

more crucial than ion-serine interaction in cation-PS complex formation. The trend

displayed by the monovalent cations with different sizes is consistent with the trend

in properties observed for K+, Na+, and Li+. Studies on monovalent cation interac-

tions with PS bilayers indicate that ions like Na+ and NH+
4 have weak interactions

with PS, while Li+, Ca2+ or Mg2+ tend to have higher affinities [48]. NMR studies

on monovalent (Na+, K+, Li+ )and divalent ion (Ca2+,Mg2+) ion binding to 5:1

POPC: POPS mixtures suggest that divalent ions, along with Li+ are more deeply

buried into the membrane in comparison to Na+ and K+ [193]. Infrared stud-

ies on DMPS bilayers with Li+ and Ca2+ suggest both ions preferentially interact

with phosphate and carboxylate groups of serine resulting in lipid aggregation [47].

Consequently, it is reasonable to claim the monovalent CG ion 0.8σ M+ shares

comparable binding mode and characteristics with Li+.

4.5 Conclusion

Significant changes in ion-lipid interaction are observed depending on the CG

cation sizes. The cation size effect on bilayers from our CG simulations is similar
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to the bilayer property changes under the effect of K+, to Na+ and Li+. The

0.8σ M+ ion exhibits comparable binding modes and characteristics of Li+. With

0.8σ M+ ions and 1:1 POPC/POPS lipid bilayer, we observed formation of PC

and ion-PS domains. Ion-PS domains have negative curvature and lower area per

lipid due to ion condensation effects. PC domains are more liquid-like with higher

area per lipid. The difference in structural properties of the two domains results in

lipid compositional asymmetry. POPS lipid lateral distributions in one leaflet are

negatively correlated with their distributions in the other leaflet. With 1.0σ cation

sizes or low concentrations of 0.8σ M+ cations, small local clustering is observed in

the simulation. Since the physiological concentrations of cations in cells are relatively

low, we estimate that only small nanodomains may be induced by the interactions

between anionic lipids and cations at the inner leaflet of cell membranes, but not

large lipid demixing is expected to occur.

Significant lipid domain formation is observed with 0.8σ M+ ions because more

cations partition into the bilayer and preferentially bind to both serine and phos-

phate groups in POPS lipids, which leads to cluster growth. For 0.9σ M+ ions,

ion-phosphate interaction dominates and for 0.7σ M+ ions, ion-serine interaction

dominates, which results in more ion-POPS clusters with 0.9σ over 0.7σ M+ ions.

This suggests that ion-phosphate interaction is more relevant than ion-serine inter-

action in driving ion-mediated lipid domain formation in anionic-zwitterionic lipid

mixtures. The binding modes, reduction in APL, and water displacement effects

induced by 0.8σ M+ ions suggest that the simulated CG cation behaves similarly

to Li+, which has been found experimentally to induce headgroup dehydration and
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ordered lipid packing [45]. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that Li+ can

induce the formation of distinct ion-rich POPS domains and POPC domains at an

appropriate concentration in anionic-zwitterionic lipid mixtures. Our studies also

suggest that some monovalent cations can significantly influence lipid structural and

dynamic properties and play a crucial role in biological functions. We currently are

working on understanding ion-lipid interactions in bilayers of varying composition

and mixtures.
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Chapter 4: Thesis Summary

4.1 Summary

The overall objective of this work was to utilize computational simulations

and molecular models to investigate the role of electrostatics in a) polysaccharide

hydrogel network formation, b) anticancer peptide SVS-1 folding on lipid bilayer,

and c) cation-induced phospholipid nanodomain formation.

In Chapter 2, a coarse-grained polysaccharide model was developed to investi-

gate the pH-dependent hydrogel network self-assembly from structural, mechanical,

and thermodynamic perspectives. The CG model was the first to capture the self-

assembly dynamics and quantify the elastic modulus of the chitosan hydrogel under

different pH in a simulation. The hydrogel network was found to percolate at a

higher rate with increased concentration and pH. Also, the structure factor analysis

indicated the presence of long-range order in chitosan hydrogel network with high

pH. The underlying molecular mechanism for the increased mechanical strength

and long-range order was further illustrated by polymer crosslinking analysis. The

crosslinking analysis showed that a strongly crosslinked hydrogel network tend to

have more parallel crosslinkings between chitosan polymer chains, as opposed to per-

pendicular crosslinkings. Therefore, parallel crosslinkings between chitosan polymer
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chains gave rise to more contacts between polysaccharide backbones, and increased

the mechanical strength and long-range order in the network. We utilized the po-

tential of mean force analysis to identify three typical crosslinking conformations in

chitosan polymer network, a stable parallel crosslink, perpendicular crosslink, and

on-pathway parallel crosslink. The transitions among these crosslinking patterns

gave rise to structural and mechanical properties changes in different pH conditions.

In Chapter 3, we described the coarse-grained water-explicit polarizable pro-

tein (WEPPRO) and membrane (WEPMEM) model and their application in anti-

cancer peptide SVS-1 folding on membrane surface. The WEPMEM model captures

well the area per lipid and density distribution of POPC and POPS membrane bi-

layers. Also, this model mimics the dielectric constant of the interfacial region in

PS membrane as in the atomistic model, which is suitable to study peptide folding

on membrane surfaces. With the WEPMEM model, we observed a lipid headgroup

clustering induced by dipole-dipole interactions. The network of lipid headgroup

interactions resembles the hydrogen bonding network in atomistic simulations of

POPS bilayer. We combined both WEPMEM and WEPPRO models, and exam-

ined POPS membrane-mediated folding of anticancer peptide SVS-1. The peptide

folds into a β-hairpin conformation in agreement with experiments. Interactions in-

cluding phosphate-lysine, valine-alkyl, intra-peptide, and serine/phosphate-peptide

are the main driving forces for the folding. The binding of peptide to the bilayer

was mostly driven by the electrostatic interactions between phosphate and lysine.

The stabilization of peptide on the membrane surface was achieved by valine-alkyl

and intra-peptide interactions. The subtle balance between intra-peptide interac-
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tions and peptide-lipid interactions is the key to the β-hairpin formation in POPS

membrane, and any alternation from such balance leads to an inhibition to folding.

In Chapter 4, we described the application of WEPMEM model in cation-

induced lipid nanodomain formation. We have investigated the role of monovalent

cation sizes in modulating lipid-ion binding modes and lipid demixing. The an-

ionic lipid nanodomain formation was only induced by a window of monovalent

cation sizes. When the cation size was either too large or too small, the growth

of anionic lipid nanodomain in the simulations was impeded. The driving force for

the anionic lipid aggregation was the electrostatic interactions between cations and

phosphate/serine groups in lipid headgroups. When the cation size was large, not

enough cations partitioned into the lipid headgroup region on the membrane sur-

face. When the cation size was too small, they over-bound with the serine groups in

anionic lipids and inhibits the lipid cluster growth. With the appropriate ion size,

the ions bridged the interactions between lipids, and the interactions were balanced

between phosphate and serine groups. In addition, membrane structural changes

such as spontaneous curvature and inter-leaflet asymmetry were observed along with

the formation of lipid nanodomains.

In summary, this thesis examined the effects of electrostatic interactions in

biomolecular self-assembly processes in three study cases, (a) cation-induced lipid

nanodomain formation, (b) membrane-induced anticancer peptide folding, and (c)

pH-dependent polysaccharide hydrogel network formation. In all three cases, elec-

trostatic interaction played a critical role in the self-assembly process. For the for-

mation of anionic lipid nanodomains on a membrane surface, the lipids are bridged
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by cations through the electrostatic interactions between ions and lipid headgroups.

Moreover, the size of cations not only dictates the partitioning into a membrane,

through electrostatic interactions, but also balances their electrostatic interactions

between lipid phosphate and serine groups. Taken together, it leads to a window

of cation sizes that induces the most aggregation of the lipids, and this explains

why only Li+ among all the monovalent cations induces significant melting temper-

ature change in mixed anionic lipid bilayer [44–47] and the formation of dehydrated

ion-lipid complexes [48]. There is also a subtle balance between peptide-lipid and

intra-peptide interactions in the binding and folding of anticancer peptide SVS-1

on a membrane surface. The formation of headgroup-mediated lipid clusters low-

ers the interactions between lipids and peptides so that intra-peptide interactions

dominate, and leads to SVS-1 hairpin conformation. On the other hand, if there is

a lack of electrostatic interactions between lipid headgroups, there is an increase on

lipid-peptide interactions and thus the disruption of the formation of peptide hairpin

structure was observed. Although, instead of promoting self-assembly processes, the

presence of electrostatic interactions in chitosan hydrogel network formation hinders

the polymer self-assembly. For chitosan polymers under low pH, the repulsive elec-

trostatic interactions between the protonated polyelectrolytes lead to the solvation

of chitosan in an aqueous environment, whereas in high pH conditions, the chitosan

polymers self-assemble into the network structure with long-range order and high

mechanical strength. We hope that with the water-explicit coarse-grained models

developed here for lipids, peptides, and polymer, this work could provide an insight

for the study of molecular interactions in many biomolecular systems in the future.
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4.2 Future Work

Peptide Model. We plan to study what is the role of lipid composition

in shaping a peptide aggregation landscape, and which conditions promote or im-

pede a peptide aggregation process (such as surface tension, lipid composition, and

lipid-to-peptide ratio). Peptide aggregation on membrane surfaces is another self-

assembly process that is relevant to many misfolding diseases, such as Parkinson’s,

Huntington’s and Alzheimer’s. The aberrant aggregation of peptides on membrane

surfaces is considered to be the pathological agent for the diseases [219, 220]. How-

ever, whether the toxic species in the disease is the monomer or the oligomer of

Aβ peptides is unclear [221]. Also, the molecular mechanism of peptide aggregation

in membraneous surfaces remains to be investigated. Recent studies show that the

β-fibrils formed on cellular membrane surfaces damage the integrity of membrane,

and the formation of fibrils is dependent on lipid composition [219, 222, 223]. The

aggregation of Aβ peptides to form fibrils has been found to depend on membrane

curvature and peptide concentrations [224–230]. Charged lipids have been shown to

induce β-strand structure for the amyloid beta peptides [221]. Also, the binding of

amyloid peptides was also enhanced by lipid phase separation in lipid mixtures [228].

Previously, Caflisch group studied the peptide aggregation process on the surface

of coarse-grained (CG) lipid vesicles [231]. They have shown that peptide fibrils

damage the structure of membrane and promote leakage [232]. However, Caflisch

model is a simplistic model and can not be used to study the relationship between

sequence and peptide aggregation, lipid compositions, and hydrogen bonding for-
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mation on the aggregation process. Shea et al. have also investigated the effect of

surface attraction between a surface and amyloid-like sequences on the aggregation

process [233]. In both Caflisch and Shea models, a dihedral potential was applied

to force the beta-sheet structure in the peptide [233, 234], therefore factors which

experimentally have been observed to impact the aggregation propensities cannot

be studied. There are also atomistic simulations on how membrane lipid composi-

tion affects the conformational preference and peptide insertion using only a single

peptide or preformed fibrils [235–238].

Lipid Model. We plan to investigate the temperature-dependent change of

cholesterol absorption rate and how it is related to structural and dynamical changes

in lipid nanodomains. Cholesterol is an essential structural component of cellular

membranes and plays an important role in modulating many biological functions

of cellular membranes [239, 240]. The intestinal absorption of cholesterol has been

regarded as a risk factor of coronary heart disease [241]. It is critical for healthy

cells to maintain cholesterol homeostasis within and outside the plasma membrane.

Cholesterol transfers through lipid membranes also plays a key role in the home-

ostasis regulation process. The affinity of cholesterol to saturated lipid membrane

has been well studied in the past [10, 242–244]. However, little attention has been

given to unsaturated lipids that are actually abundant in lipid membranes. Exper-

imental techniques have been employed to study membrane-dependent cholesterol

absorption rate on POPC and POPS membranes, and has found an anomalous

state of cholesterol transport in PS vesicles but not in PC vesicles. It was reported

that the PS membrane cholesterol absorption rate dropped drastically at around
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48C◦. Since we were able to characterize membrane properties close to experimen-

tal observables [209] with our WEPMEM model, we plan to study with this model

the relation of the temperature-dependent cholesterol absorption rate to lipid nan-

odomain formations. The anionic lipid nanodomains in the simulation affects many

structural properties of a lipid membrane, such as lipid order, area per lipid, and

membrane curvature. It is reasonable to believe that these membrane properties

have an effect on lipid-cholesterol interactions.

Chitosan Model. We plan to explore the change of mechanical properties un-

der the effect of pH and salt concentration. In experiments, the ionic concentration

is known to affect the viscosity and stiffness of chitosan chains [245]. In addition,

it has also been observed that salt concentration also affects structural and dynam-

ical properties of chitosan films formed by electrodeposition [26]. To understand

the molecular mechanism of the above-mentioned salt effects on chitosan network

formation, we plan to utilize our developed chitosan model and perform a series of

simulations with different salt concentrations to see how molecular interactions and

structural patterns change.
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